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England has 12,901,000.

Mavis McCamish
Over 400 Attend First Day. Of Mrs.
Is MACUS Speaker
Murray State Barrow Show
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Chain Of Prayer Planned
By first Christian Church
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Sees Film On
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k

WEATHER REPORT

License Numbers Are
Lost In The Records
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Country Music Show
Planned At Hardin
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"What makes their game a crime storage building, about 250 yards roads and the ecological pro- and Dolly Parton,
First District Congressman Frank A . Stubblefieldhasannomced is the fact that they were playing
blems.
Bob Hope's NBC special, prebehind the farmhouse. When arHighlights for March 1541:
his intention to seek reelectioo to the House of Representatives. for money. It so happens that rested, they claimed the immunity
emptIng "Music Hall," offers
SUNDAY
gambling is against the law."
He is now serving his first term.
Barbara Eden, Perry Como,
of a private residence.
Nevertheless, the court found the
CBS" 'telecasts a first-round Tony Curtis and golfer Billy
Symsonia beat Lone Oak to win the first regional tournament
not
court
could
However,
the
men
not
guilty.
The
judge
said
-game of the 33rd annual Nat- Casper.
here.
things that way. Finding them
"Pillow Talk" starring Rock Hudson and Doris Day, is showing gambling is not criminal Wit takes see
ional Invitation Tournament of
The CBS "Medical Center"
guilty as charged, the judge pointed
place
within
the
"sanctity"
of
the
at the Varsity Theatre.
college basketball from New tale has William Shatner as a
building
I)
had
no
the
that
out
home:
York's Madison Square Garden, research scientist whose espousMost anti-gambling laws do furniture, and 2) was never used
Louisiana State vs. Georgetown. al of his possible cure for Hodgphysical
mere
Its
sleeping.
for
make an exception, either expressly
Wm into
or by implication, for the private nearness to the farmhouse, said the "The National Boating Test" kin's
trouble.
home. The theory is that, within judge, was not enough • to confer is a half-heur NBC special
Johnny Cash's ABC musical
these limits, society should not mix upon it the special "sanctity" of presents 20 challengestO
viewers' knowledge of boating hour offers comedian George
a real home.
in.
rules and safety practices.
Gobel and singers Jeannie C.
Ted Mack's amateur hour on Riley, Merle Haggard and
violates
that
the
constitutional
Bell,
CBS offers the finals if its an- Tommy Cash.
Deaths reported are R. S. Bell, father of Rev, George
rights of an individual."
Okla., formerly
nual competition to select a
NBC preempts "Then Came
of Halls, Tem., and Sam S. Waters of Muskogee,
--of Calloway County.
A thought for the day: British national amateur entertainment Bronson" for a Tennessee Ernie
champ. Eight acts have been Ford spAcisl, with Barbara Fe!Brown Tucker of Murray was named new commander ottile
author Thomas Paine said,
nominated.
don, Eva Gabor, Joey Heatherlocal VFW Post here last night. He succeeds Ralph McCtilStOn.
Today is -Friday, March 13, "Suspicion is the .companion of
Invifatinflai
NBC dears the evening for ton and Shirley Jones.
Murray lost to Washington 61 to 55 in the National
mean souls, and the bane of all
year
with
the
72nd
day
of
,the
five hours of specials beginning.
THURSDAY
Tournament. Western lost to St. John's 69 to 60.
good society."
American 293 to follow.
These are the umpteenth reNBC has an animated special,
Mrs. John C. Winter spoke on "The History of
The moon is between the new
the
peat of "The Wizard of Oz," "Horton Hears a Who," based
Music" at the meeting of the Captain Wendell Oury chapter of
HOMEBU7S'
phase and the first quarter.
"David Copperfield with,such as on one of Dr. Seuss' books for
DAR held ante home of Mrs. W. P. Roberts.
morning
stars
are
The
Sir Laurence Olivier, Sir Ralph
Actor Hans Coaled
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The Richardson, Sir Michael Red- children.
Mercury and Jupiter.
narrates.
The evening stars are Venus, Department of Housing and grave, Richard Attenborough,
NBC preempts "Daniel
Mars and Saturn.
Urban Development (HUD)
Emlyn Williams Wendy Hiller Boone" and "Ironside" for a
says it has run out of money to and Ron Moody and Lorin;
On this day in history:
telecast of a setnifinal game of
In um the U.S. Senate began subsidize low and moderate
Mandel's original video drama, the NCAA basketball chimpionimpeachment
proceedings Income families buying used "To Confuse the Angel" with
ship at College Park, Md,
against President Andrew John- homes.
Lee 3, Cobb playing a doctor
Tom Jones 'on ABC offers
The Lord thy God in the midst of thee is mighty; he will save, son Who was charged with
HUD asked Congress for a faced with family and career
Raquel Welch, Roy Clark, Lou
-Zephaniah 317.
he will rejoice over thee with you
"high crimes and misdemea- special $25 million appropria- crises,
RawLs and the Ace Trucking
A new soul won for Christ brings a new song in heaven.
nors," He was acquitted by one tion to carry the program
ABC has a one-hour special, Company musical group.
through this fLscal year, which "The Ballad of the Iron Horse,"
vote.
The CBS movie is "A New
In 1933, banks throughout the ends June 30.
an affectionate examination of Kind of Love," starring Paul
country began reopening after
IluD also agd foods to helP4 the history of the country's Newman and Joanne
Woodward.
the bank holiday declared by subsidize purchase of neyfoaroads.
FRIDAY President Franklin D. Roose- homes also are nearing deVeThe Ed Sullivan how on CBS
CPS preempts "Get Smart"
than.
velt on March 5.
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
is devoted to "Holiday on Ice," and Tim Conway for "Savage
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
In 1969 Apollo-9 returned
actual
with
Beast,"
Waters
Savage
Phone 753-1273
singing stars Ed Ames and
buy stock in PCA. That way, they, tell us
from a 10-day earth orbit that
Lana Cantrell.
adventures involving river
I
*
PRESCRLPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
what to do. They decide who is really going
successfully tested moon landF or a Ilf.% idea in decorating,
ABC
"Up
from
The
movie
is
rapids in the French Alps and
We Have It — We Will Get It—Or It Can't Be Had
to run our operation.
ing craft.
h ow about a bedspread mad,' of the Beach," starring Cliff Rob- Alaska's musk ox.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
In 1954 Albert Einstein urged bright. i'olorfid towels, sewn ertson and Red Buttons. Two
Robert Stack carries the load
being owned and operated by the people
intellectuals to "refuse to together. then quilted to %asha- GIs are caught in crossfire on NBC's "The Name of the
who need-and use-our service. So we
cooperate in any understanding ble fill arid line,ng?
during World War II invasion Game." A. kidnaper just reknow all about their special money needs.
of France.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
leased from prison dies before
MONDAY
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
he can reveal details of the
And we know how to tailor repayment proOn ABC's "It Takes a Thief" crime.
grams to their production and income.
Mundy tries to prove a frameThe CBS Friday night movie
Talk over your money needs-any seaup when accused of treason. will be "Rio Conchos," starring
son of the year-with a seasoned money
Cesar Romero and Joseph Cot- Richard Boone, Stewart Whit.
pro: the man at PCA.
ton participate.
man and Tony Franciosa.
Murray, Ky.
153-5273
Tiny
Tim
and
Charming
Carol
ABC
preempts "Love, AmeriLARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
are guests on NBC's "Rowan can Style" for a one - hour doc"Service Built Our Business"
•
and Martin's Laugh-In,"
umentary, "Mission PossibleIT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
Keys Keel, Office Manager
The ABC movie re-screens They Care for a City." First
NEW OR USED CAR
305 North 4th Stfeet
Phone 753-5602
"Alarez Kelly" starring Wil- three specials dealing with the
liam Holden and Richard Win- pollution problem.
mark in a Civil Waf drama.
SATURDAY NBC shows "Savage Pampas,"
The championship game of
starring Robert Taylor as an New York's NIT college basketBy JACK GAYER
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KIDDIE SHOW SAT. I TIL 3P.M.
"Mr. Hobbs :Fakes A Vacation"

FEATURE FRIDAY HITE ...

* LATE SHOW SAT. 11 P.M. *

Carson McCullers' searching and sensitive story of
innocence lost that has become an "enduring Masterpiece.
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I *wall
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"Sentinels of Progress"
Break the profit barriers the
modern way with an automated
Silage System
Including . . .
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Every lather's daughter is a virgin

(0-to-60 in 16 seconds.) The Corona Sedan
tops 90
mph. With ease. Cruises comfortably at 78
mph. It's
the economy import that moves. That gives
you the
maximum in styling and comfort with the minimum
of maintenance. The minimum of stops
at the gas
station. The Toyota Corona. For the maximum in
dash.
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Notre Dame la
NCAA Tournament
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Murray High Blasts Reidland 66!53,
Carlisle County Win s Over Cuba Cubs
13)(.,ene McCutcheon

nard Larkins with 11 and Cliff
Simmons with 10.
Leading the Cubs was Davk
Jones with 19 points while Ronnie Fuller added 18, Dan Howard 12, and Tom Swatzell 10.
Tonight's semi-final roundpits
highly regarded Paducah Tilghman against the Mayfield Cardinals and Murray High will take

on Carlisle County in the nightcap.
Carlisle County 17 38 Si 66
Cuba
14 33 43 61
Carlisle (66) — Coll 13, Sams
5, Larkins 11,Simmons 10,Turabow 4,Churchill 7, Frizzell 6,
Smith.
Cuba (61) - Fuller 18, Jones
19, Swatzedl 10, Howard 12, Mc-

Clure, Hicks Z.
—--23 35 50 66
Murray High
53
13 27 43
Reidland
Murray High (66) — Scott 23,
Hudspeth 12, Lamb 10, Hale 10,
Alexander 9, McCuiston 2.
Reidland (53) — Burnett 21,
Rikel 16, Copeland 4,Hunt6,Phe1Ps 6,Wall.

The Murray High Tigers and
the Carlisle County Comets both
advanced to the semi-final round
8:24 left, Jacksonville just
al the Region 1 tournament last
By GREG GALLO
managed to get by the eighthAght with victories over the Cute
UPI Sports Writer
ranked Hawkeyes. Gilmore had
Cubs and the Riedland Greyhoends respectively
The big men dominated play scored 30 points and hauled
17 rebounds
before
Carlisle took Cuba 6661 tithe
Thursday night as eight teams down
opener and Murray High won a
moved on to the quarter-finals leaving the game.
mot so easy 66-53 decision.
of the NCAA college basketball Porter, hitting on jump shots,
clearing
the
boards
with
The Tigers had four men in
tournament.
double figures with Albert Scott
Kentucky's 6-foot-8 center authority and blocking numeDan Issel scored 44 pothts to rous field goal attempts, led
leading the pack with 23 points.
Allen Hudspeth added 12 and Pat
spark the top ranked Wildcats Villanova to an early 20-4 lead
Lamb and Steve Hale scored 10
to a come from behind 109-99 and Niagara never could catch
each for Murray High.
victory over Notre Dame at up. Calvin Murphy was held to
eft
The Tigers seemed to be on
Columbus, Ohio, the site of the 18 points.
the way to an almost effortless
Mideast regional. In the second St. Boaaventure will get first
win is the first half as they held
game of the doubleheader, 7- crack at Villanova and the
Xlw
a 10 point advantage, 23-13, at
foot Pembrook Burrows tapped Bonnies have been waiting for
chance
this
28.
since
Jan.
It
the
end of the first quarter and
in a missed shot with two
that
on
night that
held on for a 35-27 lead at halfseconds remaining to give fifth- was
Villanova
handed
Bunnies
the
time.
ranked Jacksonville a 104-103
Steve Hale paced the Tigers in
victory, over Big Ten champion (25-1) their only defeat of the
year.
the first half with 10 points
Iowa.
The winner of the Villanovaand Albert Scott pulled down 8
In the East regional at
rebounds for MHS in the opening
Coltunbua, S.C., 6-foot-8 Howard Bonaventure game will play the
of the Kentuckyhalf.
Porter scored 29 points as No. survivor
clash
in the
The two teams played evenly
15 Villanova routed Niagara, 98- Jacksonville
In the third frame and went into
73. Six-footell Bob Lanier semifinals.
UCLA Won Easily
the fourth quarter with the Tigers
netted 24 points and grabbed 19
Sidney Wicks and Henry
in front by 7, 50-43.
rebounds to lead third-ranked
—
Murray High had trouble findSt. Bonarenture to a 8048 Bibby each scored 20 points to
UCLA past Long 4each.,
lead
David Alexander (22) of Murray High Is showing perfect form ing the basket in the final frame
victory over North Carolina
The Bruins pdlled away early as * makes this jump shot over the Greyhound's Greg Hunt and the Greyhounds scored six
State in the second game.
No. 2 UCLA, the defending In the game and were never (31) and Dan Phelps (53). Pat Lamb (14) is watching the man- quick points to make the score
Murray 50, Reidland 49, with
NCAA champion, routed Long threatened.
uever In the background.
_
Ed -Epps, a substitute for6:25 remaining to play in the
Beach State, 88-66 while Utah
ward,
hit
a
15-foot
shot
jump
mom
mor
game. Scott dropped in a free
State edged Santa C1ara-49-68 in
with 12 seconds remaining to
throw wfth 5:24 left to give the
the West Regional at Seattle.
being Utah State from behind to
Tigers a 51-49 lead but ReidlaDrake, No.9, outlasted HousSanta
Clara. Bruce
nd's Eddie Rikel hit a free shot
ton, 92-87 and fourth-ranked down
Bochte missed two free throws
New
seconds later to out the lead
Mexico
State
edged
seconds
back to one, 51-50.
Kansas St., 70-66 in Midwest for Santa Clara with 22
'
chance
to
a
Epps
give
-t regional games at Lawrence, eft to
- Murray's break cane when
become
the hero.
Scott was fouled while making
Kan.
a jump shot and he went to the
Rupp Lectured Team
Missouri
Valley
Drake, the
making acitivity" in 1967.
By JOHN G. GRIFFLN
Kentucky trailed Notre Dame
line to make good the three point
champion, had an 18-point lead
Uncertain Of Duration
UPI Sports Editor
play and put MHS in front by 4,
throughout the first half as the
The suspension is supposed to
with nine minutes to play but
54-50. Wildcats were unable to get the
Houston, behind the shooting of
last while Kuhn investigates the
LAKELAND, Fla.
ball inside to Issel.. This
Hudspeth hit a free shot for
Welch, closed the gap to Mayo Smith, the Detroit Tigers' matter thoroughly, and then the
Pop
prompted coach Adolph Rupp to
Murray and Burnett hit two and
minutes.
final
the
feta points in
manager, also has been their commissioner will announce a ikel
tell his players: "I don't know
one for Reidland to make
whether you realize it or not, Jimmy Collins' jump shot head cheerleader this spring— final ruling.
e score 55-53 with 3:02 reIn the meantime, Smith says,
keeps
he
telling
his
they
men
but be (Issen has got on with six minutes left gave New
maining in the game.
'I DIDN'T TOUCH lrseems to be what Reidiand's Greg Hunt
,f_nall college pidi
Kentucky shirt. That's a fact, 1EXICO State the lead for good have a chance to win the the Tigers are "going right
It was all Murray from here
ahead,
American
working
League
hard,
pennant
(UPI)
- (31) is saying as he watches the ball bounce out of bounds In
even
YORK
getting 'I in as the Tigers pumped
NEW
he's on the team."
In
Aggies held off without Denny McLain.
last night's game at the Murray State Sports Arena. Watching
and the
ready
Louisiana
a
good
for
effort
Bradshaw
with
of
or
Terry
When the ball began coming stubborn Kansas State the rest
11 points while holding the Greyfrom under the basket are Allen Hudspeth (52) of Murray and
"It will be tougher, a lot without McLain."
college
small
only
the
is
Tech
Issel's way in the second half, of the way. Collins finished with
unds scoreless for the rest of
Kent Burnett (35) of Reidland. Murray High won the match
tougher," Smith concedes. "But
If
McLain
picked
as
isn't
player
eVer
around,
football
the
the Irish, despite 52-points from 23 points while Jerry Venable
e game to make the final score
I think that, if we have to go role of staff leader goes to
the No. 1 choice in the National and will meet Carlisle County In a semi-final contest in the
Austin Carr, were no match for had 26 for Kansas State.
urray 66, Reidland 53.
southpaw
through
season
the
without
Mickey
Loilch,
the only six of the 16 points the Fogtball League player draft. second game tonight.
Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon
the classier 'Cats down the
McLain,. vs baye the pitching 1968 World Series hero who was
sttetch.
joss scored in the final frame
personnel
would
who
be
able
19-11
to
last year.
After their 7-foot-2 center
e on field goals — the other
make up for him."
Earl Wilson, 12-10, also is a
Artes Gilmore fouled out with
McLain, 24-9 last year for his sure starter although at 34 he 10 came via way of the free throw
College Basketball second straight Cy Young seems unlikely to return to the toe.
award for top American League 22 victories he scored in 1967, The Tigers hit 26 of 60 field
Scores
pitching honors, was Suspended Smith has a lot of hope for •als .for 43.3 per cent and 14
f 26 tree thrpws for 53.8 per
FargaereCrain &
last month by baseball commis- Mike Kilkenny, the southpaw
eat and grabbed off a whopping
stoner
Bowie
Kuhn
because of Canadian who was 8-6 last year 53
By United Press international
rebounds.
Seed Co.
"certain admissions" McLain as a rookie. And he regards Joe
NCAA Univ. Div. Tourney
Reidland hit 22 of 56 from the
made
during
Niekro,
Kuhn's
investigaobtained
San
the
from
(Second Round)
field for 39.3 per cent and added
tion of what he said - was Diego Padres as . almost cerPhone 753-3404
East Regional
9 of 15 from the gift stripe for
McLain's
"involvement
tainly
a
starter.
bookin
• D•Kalb Seed Cern
Villanova 98 Niagara 73
t60 per cent. The Greyhounds
Kaline Possible At 1st
• Certified Hood Soybeans
1409 Main Street
Bonaveuture 80 N.C. St. 68
ei ul. ecl down 38 rebounds.
The infield shapes up wet
• Uncertified Hood Beans
Mideast Regional
Carlisle
control
the
of
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Norm Cash (.280 and 2_3
Kentucky 109 Notre Dame 99
• Certified Dare Soybeans
!first game for most of the night
homers) at first, possit:l :,
Jacksonville 104 Iowa 103
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as they led the Cubs 17-14 at the
platooning
a
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Al
Kam
Midwest Regional
- ----1'; end of the first period and 38-33
• No. 1 & 2 Korean
Dick
McAuliffe
(.262)
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'
I at the hale At one point in the
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second; probably Cesar GutierNew Mex, St. 70 Kansas St. 66
second period Me Comets held
• Ky. 31 Tall Fescue
rez (.245) at shortstop;
West Regional
an!'
• All Kinds Clovers
,`1 12 point advantage, 3,1-19.
rightharlder Don Wert (.22
Utah St. 69 Santa Clara 68
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:ly
UCLA 88 Long Beach St. 65
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NAIA Tournament
points while
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Carlisle scoreless to go in,
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battling i G utierr ez for 0.e
E. New Mex. '76 Md. St. 74(ot)
'front for the first time of the
• Shelled Corn
The Murray State University shortstop job.
Guilford 100 S.F. Austin ee
hight, 3848 with 5:02 left in
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Cen. Wash. 72 Jackson St. 70 _golf team will play in the 25- Smith is deter mined e at ihe period.
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Louisiana State University
Ky. St, 66 Central St. Ohio 56
The Comets got down to busConsists of '4 Chicken
NCAA Coll. Div. Tournament Invitational Tournament, today pressed into service at short.,_ [—
pness and Lenard Larkins droPP(we use chickens that weigh approx. three pounds)
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.
.
d
in
return
to center field
and Saturday,
(Semifinals)
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two laytips followed by
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Among the teams in the 54- stay there.
Phil. Tex. 79 Calif. Rvrside 63
rot-shooting Tommy Coil who
ONLY
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(
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St. 101 Buffalo St. 80
deripped the basket with 3 jump
Railroad Avenue
Two Hot Rolls - Butter
fending champion and perennial center wfil be. Willie Hortoft:. t,tiots in a row to put Carlisle
college power, the University of ;.262 with 28 homers) ill 1i in top 48-39 with 1:59 to go in
* Sunday Special . . .
and either Kaline (.272 witl:;-1
Houston.
-- the frame.
OPEN TONIGHT
Entries for the Racers listed homers) or Jim Northrup (..; ..Carlisle held a in
3 lead at
5lur
-4in
In the order in which they will with 25 homers) in right fi, 1 .
play on the team, will be Corky Gates Brown (.204) seers the start of the
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)(aline, 35, shrugs off ill started___.
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a sophomore from Elliott City, longer he'll be active. Hell i 13:, game Ronnie Fuller .
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Md.; Vernon Marcoullier, a so- as much as Smith wants ha to er to pull Cuba within c Woltz
peomore from Oxon Hill, Md.; this season "before I even ti ID. of the Comets, 51-49.
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The Comets
John Heuser, a junior from Ja- about next season," he said.
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COME OUT AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS FRUIT PIES AND
Murray.
ICE CREAMI
iif
America's La est Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
11..e.tun
thy
WE SERVE HOT FRUIT PIES EVERY DAY
May 15-16 - Ohio Valley con5 "tinger ltrotlicr ill I 11.'
ference Championships - Cookegnat ‘1,1•41,1 I 11.1AL
1{1,111
Hours: 1 9- 1 0 _
vile, Tenn.
_ Monday-SaturLy
p.m. - Sat. 1S
Phone 7519794
°21
ays am
,
4.11S Cd1,1
Lee im
,
11
ill \norrii a Intl,June 23-27 - Ni .‘ championrin at 1 tali
Ii- 7
ships, Columbus,(quo.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
Sundays

Lu

14

Smith Says Tigers Can Win
Pennant Without McClain

NOW OPEN!
The Saucy Pig Bar-B-0

Golf Team
In Meet
At LSU

Invites You To Try Their

*WEEKEND SPECIALS*

89

DON'T
CLOWN
AROUND

BAR-B-Q CHICKEN PLATE

3125

0

OAR-B-Q PLATE

COUNTRY STEAK .S

INCOME TAX
LIFE

[(co.

ATONAL HOTEL B1.DG.

Kentucky Region
Tournament Results
On Page 10
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Mrs.Newton Milam
Hostess For Meet
Proeressive Club

Genealogical Group
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. James Byrn

PERSONALS
Miss Melissa Trevathan of
Murray is doing her student
teaching in English at North
Marshall High School. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Trevathan.
•••
Miss Kathleen Madrey, daughter of- Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Madray of Murray, is now doing her
student teaching in business at
North Marshall High School.
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

r Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Kirksey 4-H Club
Has Regular Meet

The monthly meeting of the
Kirkiey AR Club was held an
Tuesday, March 3, after school
with the president, Suzette
Hughes, presiding.
Members said the pledges to
the American and 4-H Club
flags.
Mrs. Richard
Armstrong,
chairman of the talent show
committee, told the group of
the costumes for the skit to be
presented. Tryouts were held
Mrs. N. P Hutson was hos- for the speaking parts, accordStark, reporter
tess for the meeting of the ing to Sandra
•••
Maryleona Frost Circle of the
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the First United He- Mah-jong for tourists
thodist Church held on TuesGIFU, japan (UPI)- A Gifu
day, March 10, at nine-thirty
s.
sightseeing hug company remodher
morning
o'clock in the
at
eled tOree buses so that tourists
home on West Main •Stree!.
can play mah-jong while travel"The Day Christ Died , a
Each bus is fitted with
book written by James Bishop, seven
mah-jong tables.
was reviewed by Mrs. Jim Garrison for the program.
It was announced that the
Mission
Mountain
Kentucky
truck will be at the church on
March 23. Items needed art
bedding, dishes, and small bro
ken appliances to be repaired
Reports of the annual district
meeting were made. The ex
ecutive board of WSCS wil
meet at Jackson, Tenn., on Apri
10-12, and the Assembly wa
be in Houston, Texas, May 5-1:
with Mrs. Wayne Lamb as tht
official delegate.
Twelve members were pre
sent. Visitors were Mrs. Wit
liam Britton, Mra. John Irma
Mr*. J. B. Wilson, and Mrs
Goldia Curd.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. N. P. Hutson and the co.
hostess, Mrs. B. C. Allbritten.

Friday, March 13
The Genealogical Society met
Mrs Newton Milam opened
The Waiting Wives Club will in the home `of Mrs James
her home on Calloway Avenue
have a bingo party at the home Byrn, Circarama Drive, OD
for the meeting of the Proof Mrs. Jan Vance at seven p. Monday, March 9, at one-thirty
gressive Homemakers Club held
m. All wining wives are invit- o'clock in the afternoon.
or, Tuesday, March 10, at seven
ed. For information call 753Mrs. Joe H. Allbritton, preo'alock in the evening.
3147 or 753-7320.
sident, presided. Plans for fuConvenient
"Attractive and
•••
ture work of the society were
Closets" was the subject of the
The
Faculty
Couples Bridge liscussed.
very interesting and informaClub will meet at the Student
Mrs. Price Doyle reported on
tive lesson presented by Mrs.
•••
Union Building cafeteria at 7:30 the Bible records received and
Glenda Wilson and Mrs. Linda
p.m. For further information urged all members to get their
Cooper.
Mts. Henry (Sula) Beaman of call Mrs. Wallace Swan 753- materials In as soon as possible
The devotional reading from 910 rmit 18th Street, Murray,
883&
so the records may be publishHebrews 11:14 was by Mrs. Mi- Is a patient at the Murray
ed.
"Mak•••
lam. The craft lesson on
Calloway County Hospital.
Refreshments were served by
• ••
ing Yarn Flowers" was given
The North Murray Homemak- the hostess.
by Mrs. Janet Robinson.
Murray
of
home
Walston
the
Mrs. Rob
ers Club will meet at
Members present were MesMrs. Ruth Ann Outland, vice- Route Two has been dismissed of Mrs. K. T. Crawford at 110
dames Joe Allbritten, Wesley
president, presided at the meet- from Lourdes Hospital, Padu- p. m.
Waldrop, Robert Bowden, John
ing. Mr.:. Jean Richerson read cah.
•••
Livesay, Price Doyle, Charlie
treagave
the
and
•
•
•
the minutes
Saturday, March 14
Stubblefield, I. H. Key, and
surer's report Members answerMr. and Mrs. R. R. Parker of
A rummage sale will be held James Byrn. Guests were Miss
ed the roll call by naming her Murray Route Three have re- at the American Legion Hall
Betty Bowden of Murray and
most interesting new item.
turned home after spending Starting at seven a.m. sponsor- Mrs. Edward Nance of Chicaga,
The club voted to enter the three weeks in the home of ed by the Harris Grove Home111.
Hobby Show at the Murray Wo- their son and wife, U. Col. makers Club.
•••
man's Club house on Friday, (ret.) and Mrs, Dale Parker in
•••
April 10.
Las Cruces, New. Mexico. U.
The Captain Wendell Oury
It was voted to have the next Col. Parker is working on a chapter of the WAR will have
meeting on the third Tuesday, doctorate degree at New Mex- a luncheon at the Woman's
April 21, at seven p.m. at the ico State University.
Club House at noon. Hrs. Paul
••
home of Mrs. Betty Hassell due
Sturm and Mrs. B. C. Allbrita •
to spring vacation.
ten are hostesses.The Woman's Missionary SocThirteen members were pre.••
iety of the Elm Grove Baptist
visitors
were
Mrs.
sent. Three
Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge Church observed the week of
Anna Miller, Mrs. Ruth Doughclass will have a car wash at prayer for home missions at
day, and Mrs. Fay Stinson.
the J. & S. Service Station from the church by meeting Monday,
• ••
am, to four p.m. For free Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday
Mr. and Mrs. John Fred Mal- eight
pickup and delivery call 753- afternoons at the church.
hame, 330 West 58th Street,
1615. The cost is $1.25.
"Lord Speak Through Me"
New York, New York, announce
• ••
was the theme for the week
the birth of a baby boy, MichSunday, March 15
ael Peek welshing six pounds
with the hymn belie "Lord
A gospel singing will be held Speak TO Me".
four ounces, born on Thursday,
Puryear
Methodist
the
Leaders and subjects each
February 19, at the LettliOx at
Church at two p.m. featuring day were: Monday, Mrs. CharThe home of Mrs. John Wells Hills Hospital, New York.
Gospel Aires Quartet.
was the scene of the meeting
les Burkeen, no--e-Troubleri
Mrs lialhame is the former the
•••
of the New Concord Homemak- Mary Leslie Erwin of Murray.
•••
Youth"; Tuesday, Mrs. George
for the style show Cassey, -To Indians In
rehearsal
A
ers Club held on Wednesday,
the CitGrandparents are Mr. an d
March 11, at one o'clock in the Mrs. Stark Erwin of Murray. of the Music Department of the ies", Thursday, Mrs. Burkeen,
CIRCUS VISI'l'OR
Murray Woman's Club will be "To Disadvantaged People";
afternoon.
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Malthe
Murray,
announce
of
University
E.
Diuguid
New
Mrs.
James
held
at
the
Mr.
and
Mrs. Wells and Mrs. Thomas hasne .of Miami, Fla. Great
and Friday, Mrs. Keys Keel,
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Mrs.
engagement of their daughter, Jean Gray, to David E. McKee,
Herndon presented .the inter- grandparents are Mrs. Leslie School auditorium et two p.m. "To Language Groups".
Nixon went to the
Richard
•
•
•
esting and informative lesson Ellis and Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Others present were Mesdam- son of Mr. and Mrs. Audi McKee, also of Murray.
circus Wednesday. Sbe signed
The District I spring meeting es Jessie Roberts, Earl Lee,
on "Designs That Flitter You" Erwin, all of Murray.
Miss Diuguid.is the granddaughter of Mrs. Ed Filbech and autographs, got pink cotton
They said good basic lines are
of the Business and Profession- Alfred Keel, Alvin Futrell, Wil• ••
her yellow dress and
al Women's Club will be held bur Weston, Mason Thomas, the late Herman 0. Diuguid and the late Mr. and Mrs. George candy on
the key to fine styling, and noGatlin. Mr. McKee is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. A.U. didn't seem to notice the
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Wayne at Keliday Inn, Mayfield. at Henry Richardson, Albert Cridthing in excess is a standard of
among the
Baker, 1114 Morrow Avenue, 9:30 a. m. Make reservations by er, Harry Shekel, Hardin Mor- Nunley of Nashville and Mrs. 011ie McKee, of Jasonville, Ind., scattering of boos
.gatad taste.
her,
greeted
which
cheers
Anderson,
Ind.
Nunley
of
Mrs.
Dollie
W.
McKee.
and
the
late
J.
parMatch 11.
The president, Mrs. Charlie Nashville, Tenn., are the
ris, Flay Caldwell, T. G. Shel"This is great fun," she said
•••
Stubblefield, presided and the ents of a baby girl, Tiffany,
ton,4.,Robert Weston, Melvin Is his great grandmother.
of the opening performance,
devotion was given by Mrs. W. Weighing eight pounds two Wells Lovett, Owensboro at- Barifes,rillae Williams, Joe Ar7,000
ounces, born on Thursday, torney, will speak at an open nold, Bessie Colson, Hilda MauT. Kingtas.
The bride-elect is a 1987 graduate of Murray High School. staged especially for
"I
Mrs. T. R. Edwards, secre- March 12, at ten o'clock in the forum on "Your challenge for pin, and Misses Mary Brown She attended Lambuth College in Jackson, Tennessee and pre- underprivileged children.
circus
when
the
it
like
always
tary, called the roll with mem- morning at the St. Thomas Hos- the Seventies" of the Christian and Sharon Christopher.
University.
She
is
a
sociology
junior
at
Murray
State
sently is a
comes to town."
• ••
bers answering with their most pital, Nashville.
Social Concerns committee at
major and a member of Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority.
formmother
is
the
Hall
at
2:30
p.
m.
new
item.
Mrs.
LoThe
new
interesting
the WOW
Mr. McKee is also a 1967 graduate of Murray State Uni* * *
man Bailey directed the re- er Rogina Blackwood of Mur- The public is invited to attend.
versity, where he is a premed student.
•••
creational period.
ray.
Commercial production of
The couple-expects to continue their stedies following an
Refreshments were served by
Grandparents are Mr. and
ryclamate began in the 1950s.
early summer wedding.
Mrs. Wells, assisted by Mrs. G. Mrs. James Turk Baker of
Monday, March 16
C. Simon, to the thirteen mem- Nashville, Tenn, and Mrs. Ruth
A meeting for all beauty
bers and one visitor, Mrs. Ed- Blackwood of Murray.
shop owners will be held at
• ••
ward S. Nance of Chicago,
Leta's Beauty Shop, Dodson, The Women's Society of
The next meeting will be
Jennifer Gail is the name Avenue, at seven p.m.
Christian-Service of the Mason's
Jackie
of
Mrs.
Lta
Mrs.
at
the
home
chosen
by
Mr.
and
held
•••
Chapel United Methodist Church
man Bailey on Wednesday, Sanders of Farmington Route
The Friends of the Library met at the church,on WednesOne for their baby girl, weigh- will meet at the Murray-CalloApril 8, at one p.m.
day, March 11, at seven-thirty
• ••
ing eight pounds 13% ounces, way County Library at seven
o'clock in the evening.
born on Wednesday, March 11, p.m.
Mrs. Brent Newport and Mrs
at 8:10 am. at the Murray-Callo• ••
Nola Christman presented an
way County Hospital.
Women's Republican Easter program entitled "EastThe
They have one son, Jackie Club will meet at the Commer On The Farm" and an inthree
years
who
will
be
Gray II
A group of members of the old on May 7. The father is em unity Center, Ellis Drive, at spirational program on "Choose
Life".
Kirk's)! 4-R Club in the first ployed by Lassiter-McKinney seven p.m. • • •
The opening prayer was by
year sewing project have held Datsun, Inc.
Club
The Penny Homemakers
Mrs. Jim Baker. The president,
meetings at the home of the Kr. and Mrs. Charlie Sanders
will meet at the home of. Mrs. Mrs. Frank COW, presided.
leader, Mrs. Alvin Usrey.
of Farmington Route One and
at ten a. III.
Other members present, not
The members are working on Mr. and Mrs C. L Hosford of Graham Feltner
•••
previously' mentioned, were
their project which is making Route Three, Cottage Grove
The Murray Jaycetes will Mrs. Parvin Craig, Mrs. Jenne
an apron. They have named Tenn., are the grandparents.
meet at the home of Mrs. Carter, Mrs. Ruben Chrisman,
themselves 'The Sewing Four'
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Members are Rhonda Darnell Mertie Calhoun of Murray Charles Tubbs, 223 South 13th Mrs. Doug Shoemaker, Mrs. Bill
Adams, and Mrs. Charles JackShelia Darnell, Vickie Pogue Route Six and Mr. and Mrs. C. Street, at seven•p.m.
• •
son.
and Donna Tabery.
C.
Hodord
of
Paris,
Tenn.
•••
Tuoasoy, March 17
•••
The annual style show will
be held in the new University
Helpful hammerers
School auditorium at 7:30 p.m., Methodist Church WSCS will
Keep a sick child isolated
at two p. m.
LOS ANGELES il PI) Mem Sponsored by the Music De- meet at the church
from the others as much as
• ••
possible,- preferably in his own than 40 per cent of all ham- partment of the Murray WoMurray Assembly No. 19 Orbed surrounded by his favorite mers,esscrewdrivers and handsaws man's Club. The tickets are one der of the Rainbow for
men
and
person.
All
annually
in
the
l-nited
dollar
per
sold
toys
offthese
Make
toys..
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
to attend.
limits for the rest of the children States for use in the-home are women me invited
•••
•a•
women.
bought
by
now
being
for the duration of the illness.
seven p. m.
Doran
Circle
of
The
Faith
emergence
of
the
female
The
Then swath all th.etnAys thorough• ••
ly before returning them to gen- shopper as a powerful ceme.umer the -First United Methodist Circle I of the First United
hurch WSCS will meet at the
i buying force in the nun
eral family use.
Methodist Church WSCS will
Isand tool industrj was revealed) home of Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
meet at the social hall at two
in a-nationwide ,stitils coti4eicte41 1615 West Main Street, at two
p.m.
by a Los Angeles tool coMpany. P.
•••
•• •
The Calloway County As'so'ciaThe Austin School PTA will
Children v.ill
hold open house in the class Lion for Retarded
Non-ducted kitchen fans are rooms at 7:30 p. m. The stu- meet at the Robertson School at
Ellis J. Veale, Minister,
designed to clean circulated air dents' work will be on display. 7:30 p.m. • ••
Bill Williams, Tr -District Minister,
1 ••
and remove odors, but they do
1st Christian Church, Fulton
March IS
Wednesday,
The Good Shepherd United
not eliminate heat and moisture.
Madisonville
The executive board of the
.4111r
Music
Chancel
Choir
PTA
will
School
irksey
mect
Soloist: Marge Shown
Buddy'
with Mrs.
Anderson at
1:30 p.m.
•• e

Engagement Announced

Elm Grove WMS
Has Programs For
Week Of Prayer

,

New Concord Club
Has Meeting With
Mrsioks Wells

Hutson Home Scene
Of Maryleona Frost
Circle Meeting

Miss Jean Gray Diuguid
•

-goriS
a

FIRST CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
Wednesday, March 18th - 7:30 p.m.
"Reasons To Believe In The Church"

elcomart.
hostess can ,13elp you
over the anxiety of get- •
ting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel. at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
'your neighborhood business and civic leaders.
Call

Linda Adams
Phone 753-2375

The Most
Famous Basket
in the worlds

VI

1411 OLIVE BOULEVARD
- FRIES PICKUP and DELIVERY Truly Fine Cleaning * Phone 753-31152

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
Come To

HAZEL CAFE
and Try Our
CATFISH
* FRESH KY. LAKE
STEAKS
* COUNTRY HAMS AND
at ions)
H
Private Dining Room
Week
a
Days
7
p.m.
6 a.m. to 10
(' GALLI:11011E

Thursday, March 19
The. Elan Grove Baptist
Church WMS will have its mission study program with Mrs
W. A. Fanner, leader, at the
church at seven P.M.
•••
Temple Hill Chapter Na. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7:30 p.m.
•• •
The Business and Professional Women's Club will meet at
the Woman's Club House at
6:30 p.m.
•••
The Home Ikepartment of the
Murray Woman'i Club will have
its annual potluck luncheon at
one p.m: at the club hose.
Hostesses are Mesdames Clifton
Key, Kerby Jennings, Commodore Jones, Owen Billington,
Vester Orr, and J. T. Sam
mons.

Herbert J. Simpson, Minister

Thursday, March 19th - 7:30
"Church Meeting Today's
Problems"

p.m.

1st Christian.Church. Paduc
Tom Wright, Minister
Soloist: Adele Dunlap
1st Christian Church, Mayfield

Tuesday, March 11th - 7:30 p.m.
"Winning Soul, With Christ As
Savior"

Soloist: Gus Robertson, Jr.

•

Bobby Roberts, M
First Christian
Soloist: Larrie

terrch, Clinton

Friday, March 20th - 7:30 phn.

"Christ's Teachings Today",
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(Opposite Houston-McDevitt Clinic)

Monday, March 16th - 7:30 p.m.
"Basic Beliefs Of Our Church"

tion is uu
per cent of
tine is under

DEA
your own
you're w
sense. V
yourself!

MARCH 15-20

Sunday, March 15th - 7:00 p.m.
"The Plan Of Salvation"
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Underdeveloned And Overpopulated,
atm America Looks To New Decade

&

TIMES

Fain Bureau Gives
Support To Teachers

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
gene Ormandy, conductor of
SURGERY FOR ORMANDY
the Philadelphia Orchestra, will
P HILADELPHIA (UP1)— Eu• undergo surgery this summer

FRIDAY — MARCH 13. 1970

—

correct an injury sufferea as his native Hungary, it was
boy while Playing soccer In announced Thursday.

weekthelnca regular meeting
County Farm
eau Directors voted to commend
demand
priests
teachers of Calloway County
ive
the
progress
al
t
tradition
e
b
ng,
EDITOR'S NOTE: Underde- increasi
reform,
agrarian
Murray for their decision
te
and
immedia
n
overpopulated, Structure of Latin Arnerica
and
veloped
Of
zations
in their class rooms
nationali
remain
to
sweeping
Latin America looks with hope society is fast disintegrating.
walk out. The
Ironically, it was one of the foreign companies and public during the KEA
to the 19'70s for solutions to its
n and directors feel the teachers acteducatio
crash
utilities,
the
of
society—
a
,
bastions
oldest
dispatch
this
In
problems.
and dras- ed with good judgement in placveteran British observer of the Roman Catholic Church— that housing programs
spend- ing the classroom needs first,
military
reduced
tically
Latin American scene sizes up began to change itself first.
and in finding other ways to
the area's challengers— and During the 1960s, many of the ing.
active
the
of
cent
support the KEA program other
Over 42 per
changes in the Latin American
chances.
a spokesman
church were internal, with population of Latin America than walking out,
By R.J. ALLEN
Oat
yet
land,
the
On
said.
works
still
bishops
and
-UPI
priests
ive
progress
London Financial Times
The Farm Bureau directors,
struggling against centuries of continent cannot feed itseli
2
and
m
their support the teachers
Feudalis
voiced
ly.
end
adequate
BUENOS AIRES— For most convervatism. But by the
employment is and the furthering of better edLatin Americans, life is spent of the decade the church had lack of gainful
of people into ucation for Calloway County and
waiting. On the land, they wait committed itself to provoking driving millions
after year. Murray students.
year
slums
city
the
in
the
impact
its
and
the
in
change
for the crop to grow;
vow
Land reform is needed in
will undoubtedly be
town they line -up for a job and 19'/0s
the
break
to
cases
many
a home; the man sits waiting enormous.
stagnation of centuries. It is decided not to impose formal
Fall To R eact
for his luck to change, the
but
often uneconomical to parcel sanctions against Peru,
ed
establish
most
1960s,
In
the
child.
another
woman for
to resorted instead to pressuring'.
ion
distribut
for
land
the
the
including
parties,
Latin
of
political
Over 25 per cent
cooperative sys- most American companies
America's adult male popula- Communists, failed to react to p0.A.zsnts. The
year in Peru against investing or lend there.
last
adopted
tem
fast
tion is unemployed. About 25 the urgent needs of the
Pressure Is Mounting
to bring the
likely
more
per cent of the entire popula- changing regions and unknow- seems
importance of Peru's soof ownership
The
incentive
personal
ed
condemn
probably
have
ingly
of
age.
years
ten
tion is under
movement
retaining called
while
Nasser ite
workers,
the
to
n.
extinctio
es
to
n,
themselv
T b e continent's populatio
Genial Abdel
Egypt's
units.
size
c
economi
(after
assorted
of
them,
In place
about 260 million today, will
Nasser) was reflected by unrest
increase by 85 million before groups of extremists have Need Is For Modern Methods
the armies of other large
In
emerged. In many cases, there
the end of the decade.
However, more pressing is countries, notably Argentina,
by
aided
being
are
errillas
rising
n
populatio
the
With
the need to introduce modern Brazil, Chile and Venezuela, As
faster than any other region in eftisj priests, since their methods to develop both Latin
Amia.
the 19'/Os begin, the pressure
obvious.
are
interests
the world and migration from mutual
natural agricultural for change is mounting in each
's
America
the
and
s
oerrilla
countryside to town steadily The
wealth and somehow slow the country and the continent's
pace of migration to the cities. armies are increasingly seen as
Vast and growing slums will the only instruments capable of
provide the largest obstacle to Instituting urgent change.
the continent's social developWashington has already felt
ment and stability in the 1970s. the pressure of this new unity.
Some governments have
This February's meeting in
launched urgent low-cost hous- Caracas of the Inter-American
ing programs, but invariably Economic and cocial Council
the migration rate is greater illustrated the change, No
than the number of new houses. longer did Latin America wait
planning remains on Washington's charity. It
Family
officially and religiously taboo demanded free entry to the
In most countries and abortion United States markets for its
are goods and claimed compensamortality
infant
and
consequently higher here than tion for violations of their
elsewhere.
agreement with the United
Education In the continent States,
suffers, like so many other
The United States heard the
social ills, from the lack of demands -and agreed to the'
money, trained personnel and creation of a new negotiating unit
governmental priorities,
In which the United States
On the political scene, Latin could be called to account for
America is entering the 1970s any new restrictions on Latin
By Abigail Van Buren
day at 10:00
on a wave of nationalism that American goods, It rejected
During our Grand Opening, 3 drawing for valuable prizes will be held each
towards
come in
turn
simply
MARCH 12-13-14
prizes
easily
these
as
compensa
of
one
of
for
could
any suggestion
as a letter
a. m., 2:00 p. m., and 4:00 p. m. To be eligible
DEAR ABBY: This is not so much a problem,
y
sm as fascism,
necessar
communi
No
purchase
win.
to
tion.
present
I
be
not
problem
need
a
You
slip.
ion
become
and fill out a registrat
to illustrate a point, because if it should
Is Still estless
The two regions, one fighting
and you'll receive a free gift just for stopping.
emerged from for its life and the other
will have to work but the solution myself.
America
Latin
who has never
In a nutshell, I am a married man
the 1960s in a state of political fighting for its interests, have
ed such
condoned "fooling around." I've always consider
and ideological exhaustion yet gone into a Japanese strangle..
find
I
now
still restless to find a way out hold with neither likely to move
activities wrong and potentially dangerous. But
woman. It of the cul-de-sac of backwardmyself in the midst of an affair with a single
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YORK (UN)-.Stock
NEW
market bottoms are Shrmed
either with dull trading and an
ability to Ignore bad news or
with an active selling climax
Harris, Upham IL Co.observes.
So far, the 1969-70 decline has
been orderly without periods of
emotkaiel selling pressure. Quality stocks are near their lows,
the firm says, but the more
speculative sectors of the
market still require caution on
the part of investors.
--The market requires consclidation now and further monetary developments be necessary
if it is to strengthen, Shearson,
Hammill & Co, says. The arm
adds that the odds are in favor
of further market improvement, despite the likelihood
that the next quarterly earnings
will be disappointing,
--Bache & Co. sees the market
as still subject to sudden
periods of change and says that
any swift technical rally should
be crissidPred a signal for
caution rather than aggressive.
ness. Though the market
atmosphere has become some
what more positive, no clear
cut upward trend has so far
developed.
--Many of the glamor issues
are now being sold simply
because they are glamor issues,
with hardly any attempt to
differentiate them on their
Individual merits, E. F. Hutton
observes. This kind of indiscrimimate selling often leads to
explosive rallies which occur
almost without warning.
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•No matter what you:ve heard in the past there's
One MO' to remove the fuss from family finance.
Put all your eggs in one basket.
Ise one bank—the wide-awake bank—for all the
services you need. Because_ our business is to make
- money work to your best advantage:- With savings
accounts; Checking accounts, ear loans, Christmas
Club, mortgages .and home improvement loans,
personal loans, credit cards, or you name it.
EN:e'ry -teller- Or - OfftZi‘r eitn tn-ake one thing lead
to another so easily. For in our hank the right hand
knows exactly what the left hand has to. offer.
And famifro•ity . with our customers breeds consideration and understanding.
Nothing comes 'between you and all our wideawake set's ices. Because we don't want anything to'
conic between. you and the wide-awake hank.

The wide-awake bank
makes- itallsoeasy.
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make income tax figuring (almost) fun
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NO LAW TO SNEEZE AT
SALT LAKE CITY (UP1)Sheriff's Deputy James
Baker, who was questioning a
youth in connection with a
minor traffis accident, suddenly
asked, "Okay, where's the
marijuana?"
The surprised 16-year-old
driver banded over a small
packet of pot to Baker, who
was having a sneezing spasm.
The deputy said he is allergic
to only one substance- marijua,
on.

•
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only
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hand operated adding machine
01 Cafe hardened
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One year. including
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Washington
Window
13y MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
frightening idea of a nutty
president and bow
he might
affect the world has been
kicking around for years, but
George E. Reedy is bringing
the theoretical problem into
public focus— and quite seriously, too.
Few people around Washing-
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ton will discuss the possiblity of Lyndon B. Johnson while he presidency.
there must be a conversion ul
peoplem...."
an unbalanced president, and was senator, vice president and "A highly irrational per
the
operating authority of the
Lelicling
the
Nation
what to do about him, for fear then president. During the LBJ
who wader other circumReedy says, "What keeps iresidency to a managerial
of being accused of referring to White House era, Reedy was stances might be medically
most political leaders from status— one in which a Pressomeone still on the political press secretary for a time, then certificable for treatment, could
rushing
headlong into catas- ident can be challenged without
House
aid
take
White
scene.
over
the
became a special assistant to
trophe
is
the fact that their own Impugning his sanity or bawith
the event never be known
Because of Reedy's back- the President
neurotic
drives
must ell2sli with lance."
any degree of assurance,"
ground, he makes it clear that
How is this challengeable
all present company is except- The main thrust of Reedy's Reedy says in a chapter titled the :•ettroti,. drives of others "managerial
and u, the conflict certain
status" arrived
ed; that in his new book, "The book is that with domestic "It can happen."
at? Reedy does not say, but he
As one who has lived with forms of social sanity are
Twilight of the Presidency," he problems and world affairs
feels some thought should be
bound to
is dealing only
with
an becoming increasingly complex, politics much of his life, Reedy That emerge,''
ievoted to a workable solution.
happy
check-and-bala
nce
abstraction and has no specific the presidency as now constitut- says a man has to be neuroticScary? You bet.
ed is too burdensome— dange- in the first place if he is inlellt not always work and this
individual in mind.
Is
what
worries Reedy. What
rously so. Reedy Woks some of compelled and driven to exert
Knows his Washington
Reedy has more than good the responsibility should be leadership and dompance over would happen when eccentricity Pass-catcher
around instead of others. Political reporters have becomes neurotic behavior and
credential for discussing the spread
BALTIMORE (UPI) — Durpresidency. He has been around remaining concentrated in one wondered about this for years: turned toward psychosis? Reedy sayS that under the present ing his 13-year career with the
Washington since World War Ii man.
how does a man bring himself
and for about 20 years of that
to the point of saying, "I System, there is no satisfactory Baltimore Colts, Raymond Berry
Along the way, Reedy devotes believe I am better qualified solution "to the potential caught 631 passes, more than
time, he was associated with
a chapter to the possibilityth1
of
the
o than any other person to be the Problem
mentally any other National Football
an
unstable
man in
sole leader of 200 million unstable president." So, what League receiver, and also set a
record with 9,175 yards gained
does a country 80?
Reedy suggests, "Somehow, on thoge receptions.
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Jail Inmate Married
The groom wore handcuffs, the witnesses were
prisoners waiting,to,..be sent to the Workhouse aild
. the wedding was performed by Judge Paul Gilday in
Police Court in the Hamilton County Courthouse.
The groom, Emanuel Akemon Jr., 28, of 871 Van
Buren avenue, had his handcuffs removed before he
stood before the judge to exchange vows with Miss
Gwenn Stallworth, 21.
Akemon currently is serving a six-month seattence for failure to provide for two children, ages 3
and 5, by a previous marriage. He was sentenced in
December.
The bride, wearing a one-piece dress, elbowlength gloves and radiant smile, was given an orchid
by an unidentified admirer in the courtroom. •I
Akemon kissed his bride but expressed dispppointment on not getting the gift he'expected He
said he hoped the judge would suspend the remainder of his sentence
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your

I
•

:OR
:30
:00
:30

2
3 'I
7
c
7

FOR MORE INFORMATION

:00
:30
:SO
:30

neat

nmern.an brinostand
K man
super
High School Quiz
Guest
Jr. Achievement ShowRollier Derby
Roller Derby
SkiooY
Soul of IN. CIty
SIM:hwthiaZisge
Pro Bowler Tour
Pro Bowler Tour
CBS Golf Classic
Pro Bowler Tour
CBS Golf Classic
133:11.1h4111
Turn On
Wide World of Soorts
Basketball
Basketball
Something Else
Wide World or Sports
Wilburn Bros. ShowAll Amor. Col. Show Wide World of Sooris
Porter Wagoner Sh.Roicec Mucld News
Falls City Fishing SM.

NCAA Basketball
Basketball
Basketball
Basketball

SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

r'rg!":"
6
7'•:ste.,1-0
sr"
.«tarr
Deal
Ac
.
tzmqopy
Jackie Gleason Shoo The Nesitranid Game
7
My Throe Sees
The Lawrence Welk Sh
IS Movie,.
The Andy Griffith-Don The
Welk
8 :XI
"I Walk Alone"
Knotts.JIm Robot So. Durante
LawrPresents
rrec
Sh
:00 Movie
Deets Valley Days
The Lemon Sisters
9 :30 Movie
News; WIN,/ Sports The Bill Anderson
Sh.
News. Wthr. Sots Mannix
The Buck Owens Show
1(I :0
:20 The Untouchables Mannly
:0 The Untouchables Perry Meson
"Once More. WIM
11 :03 Movie:
Perry- Mason
Feeling"
:110 "Outlaw's Son"
Movie:
Mpe
vi
- 12 :30 Moyle
"Voice In the
ABC Weekend News

Mail Coupon to: DALE cARNEOIE COURSE
do General Delivery, Murray, Ky. ez071
Name
Address
Phone

ONE GIFT MISSING

AVVISIMCHEDAL

—THE WORLD FAMOUS—

kinds

FRIDAY — MARCH 13. 1970

Company
Presented by The Lockyear Forum

:0

Mirror"
Movie

I•

SPRING
CLEARANCE SAL

MARCH 12 THRU MARCH 14

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

!AR& SELECTION OF NEW 1970 MODELS...
CADILLACS, OLDSMOBILES, & PONTIACS

COLONIAL
LATEX WALL PAINT
Good quality finish for interior walls
and ceilings. Covers most surfaces
with just one coat.

"Going At Bargain Prices"Discounts Up To

,Ott Al

mlflooff

GALLON
Regular

$
100000

Also A Fine Selection
Of Used Cars

V

z
i
.
A

PARTS/

A

Cadillac

Sherwin-Williams color
and decorator consultant,
will be present at the
Grand Opening
March 12 and March 13

$5.6q
--

OLDSM081Li

Florence Pohler

$2.98

------------------------

Oldsmobile

CLASSIC COLOR GLAZE KIT
Antique new or old furniture quickly and easily
—kit complete with everything you'll need.

- $4•79

SAVE!!
10% OFF on
Decorative

Hardware

Pontiac
Sout hside Shopping _center

SANDERSTURDON
1404 Main Street

Phone 153 5315

Come In and Register!
No purchase necessary,
you need not be present to win.

Regular Value

We Are Overstocked And Must Lower Prices

N

$4.59

COO

COLONIAL
FOOT STOOL

------------------------

ef-le 6

•D

753,3321

Murray, Ky.
*X' • 753-3320

BUY NOW—
PAY LATER

ASK ABOUT HOW YOU
CAN "BUY ON TIME"
AT SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

__
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NORTH PLHASANT 0201Ill
OWLIAREJ.4110 PLISHYTHR.
CHUM=
Sunday *Rod
10:00 am.
Mershag Worship
11:041 a.m.
lIvealeg Worship
7:00 p.m.

IHNIMEIN METHODIST
CHURCH
Ping and Third Sundays:
eanday Sebes/ .... 10:00
Morning Service .... 11:00
Nomad and Fourth Sundays:
1114111day &shoal .... 10:00
Wommildp barrios
:00
LYNN (MOTH
METHODIST CHURCH
Pink and Third Sundays:
Worship Service
0:46
111711RAY cHURCH Ow
earsday School .... 10:46
1W:end
and
Fourth
Inview
Sunday:
IV
13th
igArd
a R
.woromp
South
ilEn
morning
Sunday School .... 10:00
10:00 am.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11:00
Thaw= zn11:00 am.

_IIGNI

UIDE YGUVoMIcHURM
GREEN PLAIN CHURCH
HURRAY CHRISTIAN
OF CHRIST
rittitcH
10:46 am.
Morns Worship
WOW MB d & Maple
7:00 pun.
Evening Worship
Bible School
1:30 a.m. Wed. Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
Worship Service
10:46 am.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Evening Service ;
401 `,Sj, 12th Street
1:06 p.m.
Rev. Martin Martinalr. ......
UNITED PEN TA COsTAL
Masses:
8 a.m,ii a.m. am
Sunday
CHURCH
4:30 p.m.
Niw Concord on Hwy. 444
COLDWATER UNITED
10:00 am.
Sunday School
METHODIST T HURT,it
1I:00 a.m.
lierning WoraIMP
Jim Raker, Power
First Sunday
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
10:00
Church School
11:00
Morning Worship
11:00 am. Worship Service
Training Union .
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
3:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
Worship Service
Evening Service

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m

SINZING SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH
11:00 am.
6:30 p.m.
7:30 pm

Morning Worship • •
Training Union
Evening Worship

OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Morning Worsnip
Evening Worsnir

11:00 a.m
7 • 00 p.m

.

00 am.
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Locust GROVE
CHURCH OF THE N AZARENZ
Kirkse}. Kentucky

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street
Worship Raur
Evening Service

11:00 cm.
.6:30 pm.
7:10 p.m

WEST FORK BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship

-IfornIng Worsh;p
-urday Night Service

10:30 am.
7:00 p.m.

11:00 cm.
7:00 p.m.

LIBERTV CUMBERLAND
FREMBYTERIAN

HAZEL H.&1TISi CHURCH
S. R. Wbsehesser, easter

Worship Service
Evening Worship

csicnCift

-

Worship Service

OF CHRIST

1100 am.
7:00 p.m.

villtACH BAPTIST CHURCH
South Ninth Street
likwaSig Worship

106 North 15th Street
Morning Worship ..
Evening Worship

. 10:46 ern.
.

1/11111T METHODIST CHUACill
MIMI end Merle Streees
Morning Worship
11:41 * 10:60 a.m.
IIIIIMPHY BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:ow am.
;,110 p.m.
Nanning Worship
CHURCH
BAPTIST
MEMORIAL
Mate Stroll et 1345
3:40 am.
10:50 am.
fp
liforning*'20
tp:
Evening W
6:10 p.m.
(Dept-March)
7:10 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
NEW MOUNT CARWEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
II:10 p.m.
Worship
Evening
CHURCH
BAPTIST
rstarr
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 am
Morning 'Worithip
1:10 p.m
Evening WorehtP

Sorority Service • • •
1100 am.
Sunday night
. 7:30 p.m.

HAYMAN CHAPEL
A.M.E. CHURCH
IN last Malbarry Street

7:00

gulArOD ILIVICIL BAPTIST

1u:30
6:00

4
\1

•
101 North Fourth Street
Geese, H.Baallares
11:00 a. m.
Watchtower Study ... 10:30 am
6:30 p. m. Bible Lecture Sunday
9:30 am

YOU IN

NE.OftleCH
CHIACH

<6
••••••• re ••••
•••••••••, of ••••
•••,/
••••••• ••
•••• ••••••• *We••••
••••••
•••I
••••.••••0 ••••
••• •
••••••.
•••••••••••••
••••••••• ow/•
•
•••• •••
as,co.
•‘• ••oo,
••••,••
••••• ••• ••••••
•••• ••••
••••••••S•
••••••
••••••••• oto*/
OBTALS•
a*
.•••••
4.•••
•ew •••
ok••••
•••••
•••
••••
,•••••••••••.•
GON •••••
al•o• aft ••••so 1.•• v...
11C.40f1
CSLOC.

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...
Stokes Tractor & hnplement Co. Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
"The Friendly Funeral Heine"
24 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped

Massey-Ferguson Sales & Service

Industrial Road

"Ws Finger Likin' Good"
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.811 or More
Try Our Delicious Beef a Ham Sandwich
Sycamors, at 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:30 a.m. to 1:38 p.m.
Phone 753-5986
U.S. Hwy. 691 South

@DEO Riff(

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

Mack & Mack
•

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales, Parts Service - Compiete Beating Siiiiplies

W. End Eggner's Ferry - U.S. 611-(Aurora)
Phone 474/344
--""""'" '41"b4r31/11141tCj3.'emow

The Hitching Post
-

Phone 753 3734 -' —

621 So. 4th

On

H.
wy 68 at

Aurora

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks • Chops- Seafood Plates - Sandwiches

Holiday Restaurant

Jerry's Triangle Inn

Featuring Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish & Bar-B-Q Ribs
Open All Year — 4:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Jerry & Barbara Atkins - Owners

Phone 474 2228

Fresh Ky. Lek* Catfish- Served "Year Round"

Mate Lunches - Steaks - Bar-B-Q Ribs - Sea Feed
Phone 474-2273
Junction Hwy. 80 & 68. Aurora
NIIMosomv

Beal's Time-Up & Carburetor
Service

Murray Auto Parts
Transmissions - Radiators
Itopalred - A Complete Parts Department
OM Maple Street
Phone 7534j4

Rebwitt Engines 8,

Lifetime Muffler Installation a Service
Tailpipes Made to Order for Cars and Moats

Phone 7531119

North 4th Street
low

Tom's Pizza Palace
The Best Plaza in

•

Kentucky

Southside Restaurant
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish -

Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs end All Social Meetings

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Motors
Cain & Treis Motor Sales
-

Hornet
Quality Used Cars

i.16-.,;.
.-,.
, .

North 12th Street

Phone 1532221

Phone 753-7724

Main

CIENZRY CORNER BAPTIST
CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11. a.m.
Morning Worship
Worship
7 p.m.
Evening
IlLHANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
13th 1 Main
9:16 a.m.
Sunday School
10:20 a.m.'
Morning Worship

Owner

Portable Service - Custom Wrought Iron
,
•
Fabrication and Repair

Main & Industrial Road

Herman K. Ellis
J. W. Young

6:30
7:00
'7:30
8:00
8:30

Agricultm
Know You
House Of
Oral Rohl

10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
12:55
3:00
4:00
6:00

Bullwinkli
Discover,
World Toi
Oak Ridgt
At Issue(
Issues A
NBA Basi
Alining=
Movie "T
ABC New

America
900 Cathedral

.

753-5209

1111111111

The Cleaner That's Interested In You

Bel Air Shopping Center

641 Super Shell

Shirley Florist

Free Pick-Up and Delivery

Flowers for All Occalliiiss
•

Qanth6:M a.m. - Clow 12:00 p.m.
12th Street — Phone 753-9131

Member F.T.D.

502 N. 4th St.

7534251

1415 Main Street

rt

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

Fine Feed

Serving Farm Families Since 11IM

Phone 753-2202

Industrial Road

Beauty Services To All ... At School Prices
"We Build Successful Careers"

Phone 7517992

.406 No. 4th St.

G AND H MOBILE HOMES

egeitt:

:.

GIL G
14
753 205

.
Hutson Chemical Co., Inc. .
"For Ali Your Fertiliser Needs"
Murray. K}
I0,. ne 753-1933

Phone 753-4723

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

New & Used

,AI t. FLOV ,,_E At•r1 ...kr,
. '"...47,
\11.

'

E. W. Outland, Supt.
753 WO

Phone 753-2924

Ezell Beauty School

Palace Drive-hi

Phone 753-1378

Grain Division

753 3092

. _ ,.

Five Points

Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.
Holmes Ellis. Mgr .
Phone

Phone

SUNDAY

-

Bowling Allis lost —

Adams Ornamental Iron and
.
Welding
Hugh Adams

-

Wm. E. Dodson..

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots
end Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasing

1-40PSON

,..”..1
:.

Indoor Comfort Center
Division
on o Freed Cotham Co.,
Inc.
Heating Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
8th at Chestnut
Phone 753-4832

Jobbers of Shell Oil Products

Murray and MayfliEld

Susie's Cafe
National Hotel Building

.

NI

Colonial House Smorgasbord

West Ky. Rural Electric

Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads
Meats - Vegetables and Desserts
Open Sundays
Fast Service
•*
Phone 753 2700
tiwy 641 North
A

--

Robert Young

Phone 753-6448

,
Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency
518 W.

•

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
/
OF CHRIS,
Ilfurray-Pottertown Road
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.

Storey's Food Giant

Sal. Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 7534334
Sa

Rebel -

Top
Five Points

6:30 Sunrise
7:00 Tom & J
7:30 Sego Bra
8:00 Carl Tip
8:30 Heaven's
9:30 Look Up
10:00 Faith Fo
10:30 This Is
11:00 Pattern i
11:30 Face Th(
12:00 Danny Th
12:30 Roy Skim
1:00 Last Proi
1:30 Outdoors
2:00 NHL Hoc
4:30 Spelldowr
5:00 Public Al
5:30 News (c)
6:00 Lassie (c
6:30 To Rome

"41

ist9'

Lassiter Auto Sales

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Evening Worship
7:16 p.m.

St

Murray Livestock Company

Open 7 Days A Week from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.
--- Aurora Rd. on Hw • 68 Ph. 474-1241•4"----"

Phone 474-2202

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales AL Service
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Riboye Steak
Repairs a Installation — Gas a Sewer
Fish
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken - Fri.,
501 N. 4th
Phone 7531168
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 453-4419
.
.
I
Neetillitiv

Aurora. Ky

Phone 753-1675

Ambassador

Grecian Steak House

Claude Vaughn

1111171.7
5011 So. Ith Street
10 sin
Ilaseay School
T Pm.
Monday Evening Worallto
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
11:00 am.
Sunday
11:00 am
Ikuiday School

7:05 Farm Di
7:15 Washiagl
7:30 Day Of I
8:00 Gospel(
8:30 Movie ";
10:00 This Is '
10:30 Herald 0
11:00 -Communi
11:30 Insight (I
12:00 Meet Thi
12:30 Frontieri
1:00 Wild Kin
1:30 World 01
2:30 GM TOU
4:00 Experinu
5:00 Movie '
Oi

Boone,s Incorporated

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
Special Rate to Church Parties of 15 or Over

Dinners

gmmlsw

Carroll Tire Service
1105 Pogue - iBlock E. al S 12th - Phone 753-1489

Kentucky
cky Lake Lodge
Restaurant

Set The Old Country Store

Famous Fish

APOSTOLIC CHRISTIAN

Mobile Homes Court

ell Buildings

S

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

54 Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Rd. - Rt. 1 Hardin. Ky. — Ph. 4M-2266

ans.
aro.

MARTINS CIRAPIIL UNITISH
METHODIST CHURCH
11:00 am.
Worship Service
10:00 am.
Church School

Mayfield Highway 121

_ ..._
IlltV

Authorised Mercury Outboard Motors Dealer
Mardian and Aluminum Boat Repair
Sales and Service

HOLLYWOO
television wa
for somethir
coming weeks
one to put in
before the lion
In a rare bt

001.WII CAMP OROOND
1111ZTHOID3ST CHURCH
Sew. Seery Lieehey. peeler

Shady Oaks

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Holiday Inn
ht,
-..
i

rou

Phone 753-4612

311 No. 4th Street

Phone 753-1319

Ktittseiut fried Ckiekei .

.

NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 am.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m
X/RISZY UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
Worship Service:
11:00 am. & 7:00 p.m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CHM=
Mb II SYWIIMIolm
1:00 p.m
Sabbath School
2:00 p.m.
Worship Service
UNION CIZOTH CHURCH
ON CHRIST
10:00 am.
Sunday School
10:50 am.
Worship Service
6:30 p.m.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OP CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

FIRST PRESIIITTRRIAN
CHURCH
Charles IL ideftest. Paster
Church School
9:30 am.
Service of Worship .... 11:00 am.

Highway 444. New Concord, Hy.
Moraine Worship
Evening Worship ...

am.
a.m.

MUNCH or csi
.Is7111
:1*

CHURCH
Smith 14th and Glendale Reek

Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Sunday Night Fervioe .. 7:0° p.m.

am.
p.m.

COEHISTNIIT STREET
Bible names
TAREBNACLI
in.
tp
. 1100::006:0
MUn
Worship icors ach
CherryA Ciseetout
ilBensg
p.m.
10:00 A.M.
Monday School
RIM GNAWS
hisening Winship .... 11:00 A.M.
BAPTIST CHURCH
7:10 P.M.
Ilvening Worship
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
IINITHD PIINTSICOSTAL
Worship 11:00 am, and 7:00 p.m
0111111011
THE CHURCH OP JR14171I
Ill Ire= Ave.
CHRIST O
SF
Art
et:THR-DAY
10 Alt
Sunday School
Sunday Evening Worship .. 7 P.M. Meeting held tn the white chapel
WHIM MIllalLAT CHURCH
HOOD SIFSPIFEHD VIUlID
OP CHRIST
METHODIST CHURCH
Meath 11th Street
Olfeemeelly New Hems sad
ISM am.
Sends, Weishis
islielme *Maga Clievellest
Sundig Warship --.— OHO Rah Mirth School
10:40 a.m.
Worship Service
1:10 am.

10:00 a.m.
°raisin
11:00 am. Sunday School
11:00 am.
Training Lli..on
.• 0:30 P.m. Preaching ....
EveningWorship ... 7:30 P.=
FIRST GAPTIsT CHURCH
rorLaus SPRINGS RAPTZT
Morning Worship
10:43 cm.
CHURCH
6'00 lard
Training Union
Route 3 - Pottertown
en Worship
7'00 o.m.
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Training Union
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
6:10 P.M,
Evening T;..orship
MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PRENBYTHRIAN CHtlIA

a.m.
a.m.

11=th Sundays at 11:11? am. Shut Sunday:
14
1111711SHLLII CRAM
Illtmelay &hoof ... 10:00 a.m.
UNITISE METHODIST CHURCH Ikeend Ihmkty:
Piunob
Illaaday &boo' .... 10:00 a.m.
ant.
Sundays
and
llIrgtdi
Worship Service .... 11:00 am.
Preaching:
Mind Sunday:
Sod and 4th Sundays at 11 a.m.
00 as
Sunday Sr
Fourth Sunday*
ST. aoirNif PrISCoriLL
m
.
Worehl
,
CHURCH.'I
Sunday School .... 10:46 am.
Main at Broach Street
Services Each Sun
TIn •Poplar
•
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Holy C01112111111.1011 HaentilldAY
Seamday
at 1:20 a.m.
Bible Sabots!
:46 a.m.
Weeds* Hour .... 10:40 a.m.
Evealnir Worship
0:00 am.
CHURCH OP JE1111 CHRIST
OP LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Services hold at 16th and Itycansore
NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:01 am.

. . and you, too, will need it when you pass through
.
the valley of the shadow. We grope blindly through
this world as we trample law and order, and
the blessings of an Almighty God. We black-out God
and every opportunity to do good. The family,
the church, the state will stiffer for our sins of
omission ...our failure to possess the earth. Our
goal is not the mark of the high calling which is
in Christ Jesus. We know He is the light ef the
world but we don't care to possess it. It is dark about
us and apparently Aw4} ace glad- et it. ft -is darir
'about us because we choose darkness rather than light.
Regular attendance at church tould
make the dark situation light again

1111MANL'EL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship
Training Union .
Evening Worship

By RICI

UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
=Third Sundays at 11 am.

13:00 cm.
6:30 p.m.

Worship Servioe
Training Union

Netwo
Specia

--

—

-

-

-

--

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

Co-Operative Corp111,1i •:,,,

5012
------

-

se.

Vied ('ars — Minor Repairs
Day 753-54162
Night 7S3-35411
-.
- - -- - ,— -

Lynhurst Rtsort
Col. and Mrs. Thomas E.

-

,

WAY',

Brown - Owners

Phone 436 2343 or- 436-5376

-

THE LEDGER &
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Networks To Offer Rash Of
Special Programs on Weekend

anchorman, it will cover the the late NBC-TV reporter and
beginning of the World's Fair in documentary-maker Ted Yates,
Osaka,
fatally wounded
was
who
covering events in Jerusalem in
Japan— Yates specs
June, 1967.
The same night, and, unforAlso on NBC-TV Friday
time,
same
the
at
tunately,
night, there is an original 90networks will offer a rash of NBC-TV has scheduled (long minute "Hallmark Hall of
By RICK DU BROW
Henry
special programs starting Fri- before the World's Fair pro- Fame" drama
by
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — For day and continuing through gram) a documentary called Denker titled "Neither are we
"'Three Boys on Safari," an Enemies,': and a summary of
television watchers who look Sunday.
On Friday, CBS-TV will hour of unique advance inter- the plot also indicates some
for something special, this
special
special advance interest. For,
coming weekend may be a good present a prime time hour with est. The reason for the
three boys the summary notes, the tale
the
that
is
"Opentitle
interest
natory
self-expla
time
the
extra
some
in
put
to
one
ing Day: Japan's Expo 70." Via (and their mother) on the East tells of how the "Roman
before the home screen.
family of occupation of Judea at the time
In a rare burst of vitality. the satellite, with Charles Ktiralt as African safari are the
of Christ leads to a conflict
between young revolutionaries
and their elders." The cast
Includes Van Heflin, Ed Begley
and Kate Reid.
On Saturday night, there will
be an hour NBC-TV special
called "The Switched-On Symphony," with conductor ?Albin
(c)
Show
Noon
12:00
7:05 Farm Digest(c)
Mehta and the Los Angeles
(c)
Lives
Our
1:00 Days Of
7:15 Washington Report (c)
nic Orchestra pres*
Philharmo
1:30 Doctors (c)
7:30 Day Of Discovery(c)
a program that
over
ing
2:00 Another World (c)
8:00 Gospel Country(c)
combines toth classical music
(c)
Promise
Bright
2:30
8:30 Movie "Stowaway"
and pop artists. According to
300 To Tell The Truth (c)
10:00 This IS The Life(c)
the summary, the hour tries to
(c)
Space
3:30 Lost In
10:30 Herald Of Truth (c)
"the frequently common
show
(c)
4:30 16th Avenue South
11:00 Community Worship(c)
6:00 Morning Show (c)
and the current synthesis
origin
5:25 Weather (c)
11:30 Insight (c)
7:00 Today (c)
of the best in classical and
News
(c)
5:30
(c)
Two
9:00 It Takes
12:00 Meet The Press (c)
music."
6:00 News, Weather. Sports(c) (Pop)
9:25 News (c)
12:30 Frontiers Of Faith (c)
Three Sirs In One
9:30 Concentration (c)
6:30 My World (c)
1:00 Wild Kingdom (c)
night, NBC-TV will
Sunday
7:00 Laugh-In (c)
10:00 Sale Of The Century (c)
1:30 World Of Golf (c)
two-hour version
new
a
present
Pampas"
8:00 Movie "Savage
2:30 Golf Tournament (c)
10:30 Hollywood Squares(c)
Dickens story
Charles
the
of
10:00 News, Weather, Sports (c) "David Copperfleld," with a
4:00 Experiment In TV (c)
11:00 Jeopardy (c)
(c)
(c)
Carson
Where
Or
1030 Johnny
5:00 Movie "The Wizard Of 11:30 Who, What
cast that includes Richard
12:00 Untouchables
Oz"(c)
11:55 News (c)
Edgy
Dame
ttenborough,
Evans, Ron Moody, Wendy
Hiller, emlyn Williams and the
three sirs (Laurence Olivier,.
Michael R edgrave and Ralph
Richardson).
Ed Sullivan (c)
12:05 Singing Convention (c)
The same night, the same
Glen Campbell(c)
The World Turns (e) network will offer not only its
As
12:30
6:30
(c)
Mission: Impossible
movie "The
'7:00 Tom & Jerry(c)
News, Weather, Sports(c) 1:00 Many 9;ilendored Thing(c)- rerun of the classic
7:30 Sego Bros. & Naomi (c)
Wizard of Oz," but also an
1:30 Guiding Light(c)
Of Sport(c)
World
8:00 Carl Tiptoo (c)
original hour drama by Loring
2:00 Secret Storm (c)
Mery Griffin(c)
Confuse an
8:30 Heaven's Jubilee(c)
Mandel, "To
2:30 Edge Of Night(c)
Angel," with Lee J. Cobb as a
9:30 Look Up & Live (c)
3:00 Corner Pyle, IJSMC (c)
10:00 Faith For Today(c)
doctor who faces a crisis when
3:30 Gilligan's Island (c)
(c)
10:30 This Is The Answer (c) 5:45 Country Journal
Movie "Slaughter on 10 th his daughter-in-law is seriously
4:90
6:00 News(c)
11:00 Pattern For Living
ill, and when the building where
Ave,"
6:30 Jake Hess (c)
11:30 Face The Nation (c)
he‘has practiced many years is
(c)
Weather
5:25
6:55 Morning Watch(c)
to be torn down.
12:00 Danny ;homes
about
(c)
News
5:30
7:55 Wake Up With Jackie (c)
Also Sunday, ABC-TV has an
12:30 Roy Skinner (c)
6:00 News, Weather, Sports(c)
(c)
Kangaroo
Captain
8:00
1:00 Last Prom (c)
hour documentary, "The Ballad
6:30 Gunsmoke Cc)
8:30 Mike Douglas(c)
1:30 Outdoors (c)
of the Iron Horse," tracing the
(c)
Lucy
Here's
7:30
10:00 Andy Griffin (c)
2:00 NHL Hockey(c)
history of American railroads.
8:00 Mayberry R.F.D.(c)
10:30 Love Of Life (c)
And NBC-TV's "Experiment in
430 Speildown (c)
8:30 Doris Day(c)
5:00 Public Affairs(c)
Television" reruns the hour
11:00 Where The Heart Is (c) 9:00 Carol Burnett(c)
director Federico Fellini
5:30 Nears (c)
that
(c)
11:25 News(c)
Sports
Weather,
News,
10:00
made about himself. Sports
11:30 Search For Tomorrow (c) 10:30 Mery Griffin (c)
6:00 Lassie (c)
fans, by the way, will be able
6:30 To Rome With Love (c) 12:00 News (c)
to see, on Saturday, the world
figure skating championships
on ABC-TV from Ljubiana, Yugoslavia.

TV Schedule

Clime

Like SWP, available
in many 'Hospitality
Hues. New, improved formula.
with the sparkling
color of a latex

Leader in oil -base
house paints since
1880 and it gets
better every year!

S4IRWM1-

i/A#5

LATEX

HOUSE NOT
12:30 Let's Make A Deal
FIV (c)
7:00
1:00 Newlywed Game (c)
(c)
e
6:30 Agricultur
8:00 Movie "Cape Fear" (c) 1:30 Dating Game(c)
7:00 Know Your Bible(c)
CLEETHORPES, England
Moo News, weather, Sports(c) 2:00 General Hospital(c)
7:30 House Of Worship(c)
(UPI)— Lynn Hopper, 17, has
The
From
Movie
"Up
10:15
(c)
To
Live
Life
One
2:30
8:00 Oral Roberts(c)
taken on a new part-time job-Beach"
3:00 Dark Shadows(c)
8:30 America Sings(c)
babysitting for a twoton whale
(c)
News
12:15
(c)
Beverly
Hillbillies
9:00 Cathedral of Tomorrow(c)
at
Cleethorpes Zoo. She will be
I
MONDAY
Love
t:
4
3
Lucy
10:00 Bullwinkle(c)
paid 84 cents an hour for
430 Real McCoys
10:30 Discovery (c)
singing and chatting to the 88:30 McHale's Navy
00 News(c)
11:00 World Tomorrow (c)
year-old mammal between the
Dyke
Van
Dick
5:30
7:00
Bozo
(c)
11:30 Oak Ridge Boys(c)
time the keeper goes home and
News,
CO
sports
Weather,
(c)
Ball
6:00
Lucille
9:00
12:00 At Issue(c)
nightfall.
6:30 It Takes A Thief(c)
12:30 Issues And Answers (c) 9:30 He Said, She Said (c)
7:30 Movie "Alvarez Kelly"(c)
10:00 Barbara Moore(c)
12:55 NBA Basketball (c)
1Ct00 News, Weather, Sports (c)
3:00 American Sportsman (c) 11:00 Bewitched(e)
Movie "Cry for Happy"
That
10:30
11:30
Girl
(c)
Lion"
(c)
"The
4:00 Movie
12:00 All My Children (c)
12:15 Dick Cavett(c)
6:00 ABC News Special(c)

CHOOSE FROM NEW-EXCLUSIVE
DECORATOR SHADES AND PATTERNS
STYLE PERFECT CARPETS
are • Stain Resistant • Moth Proof
• Water Resistant • Mildew Proof.
Deep, luxurious carpets in a wide
range of the newest decorator colors. Strong enough to take all the
rough and tumble of family life —
without a sign of wear. •

10, GET HER VOTE Anthioin piilogist Mat g:irr t
el tittle-les
rs
.1
si.nto, notes
7.11y
before the Serriti.
Stibeommit tee in 1.V.ishing
ton tp te,tif ill 1,1 vot' of
lowering voting. :ige to I

FHA

App. 501 Nylon Hi-Lo Sheered Pile
yd. (includes pad & installation)

We Specialize In Shag Carpets

Foam rubber Padding lc per sq. yd. with all orders
placed during this event. A $125 per sq yard value.

10k (-0kPicr
TEMPERATURE
DA( OR

IN 753 ,6363

TM

Quasar

COLOR TV

GRAND OPENING

SHERWINWILLIAMS

TIME and

March 12, 13, 14
Valuable Prizes!

Southside Shopping Center
753 3321
753 3370

No purchase necessary.
tome in and register.

by MOTOROLA
WITH THE WORKS IN A DRAWER
23" picture, measured diagonally; 295 sq in
,Innlonst,a.
-

??- 50t 4.103 I lK1-_
11JJ

\

Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors

Serving Murrax, Hazel and Puryear

1111'

b

cc.)m N)•
FROM BOCK1t\J'ANA
PAI ACE

• THAT
NS IT!'

EXPLAI
THEYRE
TAKIN‘ 11W.

CROWN
JEWELS
AWAY!!

WORLDS RICHEST ACTOK
JUST ESOUGHT THEM FOR
BELOVED LIZ!!
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Decline In Giving Causes City Council ...
- Money Problems In Churches

TIME8 —

PAGE F:LE

Nixon Speech
Stresses Need
For Research

(Continued From Page 1)
property owners paid taxes
based on approximately ems
third of real value.
A leave of absence was grantBy LOULS CASSELS
Archdiocese of New York ed the Fireman James Spann
UPI Religion Writer
showed a deficit of $1.2 million, who is entering the armed
and the Archdiocese of Balti- forces. A letter will be written
A decaine in giving is causing more was down $1,5 minim.
to Spann promising him his By FREDERICK H. TREESH
serious financial difficulties for
Controversy over church sip- job when he returns in two
United Press International
some American churches.
port of minority groups is years.
Hardest hit of the big widely regarded as a major
namwas
Newberry
Donnie
President Nixon's message to
denominations is the Episcopal factor in the giving slump. But ed as a Fire Captain on the Fire congress on educational
church, which had to make church officials say Mere are Department. Councilman James last week stresses the reform
urgent
sharp cuts in its 1970 national other causes, too.
Rudy Allbritten reported that need for far more research into
budget after 46 of its 89 "Depending upon where you a new fireman must be employ- why poor children do
not do
dioceses were unable or unwill- sit," says the Rt. Rev. John E. ed to bring the department up better in school.
ing to meet the quotas set for Hines, presiding bishop of the to strength. Any person desir
The president asked Congress
them.
Foist/yet Church, "the causes ing a position on the Fire De- to establish a national institute
The national church asked the range from distrust of the partment should make applica- of education to
pursue research
dioceses for $14,737,421, but the oath:vial church leadership, to tion with the City Clerk Stan- and development,
much as the
dioceses came through with disagreement over the nature ford Andrus.
national institutes of health
Department
will
Street
only $11,452,335— the largest
The
confuof Christian mission, to
seek scientific knowledge relatIn 30 years.
sion over theology, to the ask for bids on a new backhoe. ed to medicine. This is a
with
a
tractor
a
is
backhoe
Budget cuts also have been financial pressures of inflation A
positive approach since educaannounced
by
the
United on family budgets, to 'tattle front end loader and a digging tional "research long has been
Methodist Church, the United fatigue' among church member- apparatus.
A mower will be purchased starved for funds.
Presbyterian
Church, Pres- s." Still another factor, which
The national expenditure for
byterian Church in the United may be more important than for city cemetery use.
education at all levels is $65
by
passed
was
resolution
A
States, the American Baptist church leaders realize, is
billing second only to defense.
Convention and the Unitarian increasing competition for the the council thanking the Mur- But the
Pentagon has spent
ray Planning Commission for
Universalist Church.
giver's dollar.
lavishly for research while
The Roman Catholic Church
A study by the American their work over the past seveducation has been miserly.
does not Viisti financial Association of Fund-Raising eral years.
The President's position is
Councilman Alfred Lindsey
reports on a nationwide basis, shows that churches received
based largely on the conclunew
the
council
that
the
told
but several major dioceses about 75 per cent of all the
have reported going into the money given to philanthropit walkie-talkie units for the Po- sions of the Coleman Report, a
red in the past year. The huge causes in the United States In lice Department are in use and 1966 study by Dr. James S.
Coleman of John
Hopkins
1940. By 1958, churches were are proving satisfactory. A
University
which
been
range
miles
has
of
attributed
three
with
cent,
per
getting only 51
school achievement more to
achieved with the units.
the rest going to hospitals,
new radar unit will be pur- social environment than to
schools, community chest A
chased for the Police Depart- educational input. The report
drives and other civic causes.
ment. The _old unit is wearing disputed the notion that there
Last year, the church shard 'of
out and bids will be taken.
was a relationship between
total American giving declined
School 'signal lights will be expensive programs and
to 46.8 per cent.
installed at 8th and Main, 9th achievement.
and Main and at Robertson
Nixon, trying to keep federal
School on Main, by the Ken- spending in check, said that the
tucky State Highway Depart- commitment of vast new sums
ment.
of money to education should
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — Mrs.
Mayor Ellis will name a lay wait until more is learned
committee of three to study about what will work in
Louie B. Nunn Wednesday,
March 3, tacked off a drive
the division of the city into six Improving the learning of poor
here to raise a minimum of
wards. The city is now divided children, the critical problem of
$38,000 for the Purchase of the
into two wards with Main Street urban schools.
Mary Todd Lincoln home in
as the dividing line. It was
The President praised the
Lexington.
PARIS, Tenn. (UPI) — The suggested that one black and efforts of U.S. Commissioner of
The state's rirsttLady appear- Henry County Board of Educ,a- two white people be named to Education James E. Allen Jr.
ed before a non-partisan lunch- tion was to file an answer today this committee.
for
focusing
the 111111011'S
eon of more than a hundred to a Chancery Court suit seek- The Murray Water and Sew- attention on reading
deficienwomen here as the first Woe ing reapportionment of the er System will purchase a used cies. But
virtually no money
in a two-month program that board.
truck to pull the low-boy own- has been committed
to what
will involve presentations in
Mr, and Mrs. William C. ed by the system. The system Allen wants to make a priority
each of Kentucky's seven con- Nichols named
Diamond T
1915.5
now
uses
a
program, as was reaching the
the school
gressional districts.
worn out. This
board, the quarterly court and truck which has
moon in less thata.141.gears. -Other appearances have been
purchase will be negotiated.
Tennessee Attorney General
Reading is fundamental to all
scheduled for Jenny Wiley
Police Chief. Brown renliered
State Park at Prestonsburg, David M. Pack in the suit, filed the following report on citat- education, There is much more
Thursday
before Chancellor ions issued for the periartFeb- known about how to teach
Cumberland
Falls,
Kenton
County, Louisville, Henderson Aaron Brown.
ruary 26 to March 11: DWI 7, Johnny to read than has ever
It alleged the seven-member reckless driving 14, public drun- been implemented in most
i.nd Glasgow. The drive is a
project of the Kentucky Feder- board had not been reappor- kenness 13, disorderly conduct urban schools. In fact, big city
ation of Republican Women's tioned since 1940 and provides 1, disregarding stop sign 1, schools are so strapped sot
one member for about 10,000 driving on revoked license 1, money that quality education is
Clubs.
about.
Present planning calls f or Paris residents while the re- speeding 16, going wrong way something to dream
The reality is simply finding
purchase of the girlhood home maining 14,000 county residents on one way street 2, no safety
of Mary Ann Todd, at 574 West are represented by six board sticker 1. no operator's license enough money to keep the
Main Street from Sterling D. members.
2. drinking in public 4, open doors open and meet staff
Coke, of Lexington. Conveyance
alcohol in car 1, concealed payrolls. Lavish new spending
to the state will permit its reweapon 1, failure to dim head- may not be warranted now. But
storation and its establishment
lights 1, wrecks 16, improper neither is a cop out on urban
schools.
as a terminus for the Lincoln
parking tickets 60.
Heritage Trail through Kentucky, Lodiana and Illinois.
"It seems incredible," the
Federal State Market News
wife of Kentucky's Governor
REGIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
says, "that our neighbors to Service 3-13-10 Kentucky PurBASKETBALL RESULTS
the north have done so much chase Area Hog Market Report
By United Press International
more than we in establishing Includes 9 Buying Stations.
First REGION
Receipts: Act. 383 Est. 1950
permanent shrines to the heritage of Abraham and Mary Todd Head, Barrows and Gilts Ful- Carlisle County 66 Cuba 61 ,
Lincoln., They were born and ly 25 Cents Higher; Sows, Stea- Murray High 66 Reiciland 53
NEW YORK (UPI)— Stocks
Second Region
reared here; it is the spirit of
mixed in moderate
opened
77
Hopkins
ipo.
89
Hopkinaville
Kentucky that moved with them US 2-3 200-230 lbs S25.75-2625;
trading today on the New York
Third *legion
through lives that changed the US 2-4 190-240 tbs 92525-25.75;
US 2-4 240,260 lbs $24.75-2525; Owensboro 55 Leitchfield 48 Stock Exchange.
world."
The planned restoration of US 3-4 260-280 lbs 924.00-24.75; Greenville 72 Breckinridge Co. Shortly after the opening the
UPI Marketwide indicator was
the Mary Todd Lincoln home, SOWS:
88
off 0,15 per cent. Declines led
Fourth Region
built in 1818, is a natural con- US 1-2 2'70-350 lbs $23.00-23.50,
advances, 142 to 104. The Dow
tinuation of Mrs. Nunn's efforts
Few $24.00. Allen Co. 82 Metcalfe Co. 58
Jones average of 36 blue chip
to preserve and restore archi- US 1-3 300-550 lbs 922.25-23.00. Warren East 73 Auburn 69
Industrials was up a fraction.
Fifth Region
tectural elements of Kentucky's US 2-3 450-650 lbs $20.75-2130
to 601 8.
Itek dropped
Campbellsville 58 Bardstown 57
colorful past
Sears was off 1,2 to 66, Avon
Sixth Region
Her work in restoring the
VATICAN CITY (UPI)— The Pleasure Ridge Park 58 Central Products to.158 and Con Edison
Executive Mansion and the Capitol Building's State Reception omen Catholic church has i
1/e to 27i. Walt Disney gained
57
mambers.4.44.--Of —
Roam won national-...,..,
11/4 to 138, Polaroid 3a to 981 8
Seventh Region
her restoration of White Hell, 613,760,000, making it the St. Xavier 66 Trinity 59
and Anaconda 1/4 to 27,.
motors, General
19th Century Madisorr County largest Christian church, the
In the
Eighth Region
home of Cassius Marcellus Clay, Vatican newspieplar l'Osserva- Grant Co. 70 Trimble Co. 67
Motors lost 3is to 708 Chrysler
IS nearing ,completion.
rose 1,4 to 26%. Ford was
tore Romano said Thursday.
Eminence 80 Taylorsville 50
steaiiy at 43.
Ninth District
IBM
added 'A
in the
Newport Catholic 83 Ft. Thoelectronics to 329. But General
mas Highlands 72
Electric gave up l a to 711 4.
10th Region
Motorola I 2 to 114-, and
Paris 78 Maysville 53
By UNITED -PRESS INTERNATIONAL
to 65- .
Bath County 72 Pendleton Co. Westinghouse l e
to 651.;
Control Data was up
70 (01')
11th Region
and University Computini: 138
PARIS -- Prince Norodom Sihanouk of Cambodia. announcing
that he would soon visa Moscow and Peking to ask these govern- Lexington Tates Creek 69 Mad- to 50%.
In the oils Jersey Standard
ison Central 44
ments to keep Viet Cons and North Vietnamese troops of CamFrankfort 52 Mercer Co. 41
lost Ye, to 54,4, Texaco
to
bodian sod.
27/
1
4
and Standard of cantor12th Region
"I shall warn these two friendly capitals as follows — you
Hazel Green 75 Harrard Co. 47 nia 3ts to 451,2 Or cidentai
must choose between trying to communize Cambodia. which is
13th Reels"
gained 14 to 228, Standar1 of
a utopian idea. for Cambodians do not like Communism. or sup- Knox Central 72 Evarts 35
Ohio
to 693,4.
port Cambodia's neutrality, which for you would be the lesser
14th Region
M. C. Napier 74 Letcher 87
Powell County 79 Jackson 64
15th Region
WASHINGTON
House Judiciary Committee Chairman
Emanuel Celler. D N V ti, expressing his feeling on the voting Millard 66 Belfry 56
Johnson Central 125 Betsy Layrights bill which aouici lower the national voting age to 18
"I'm not going to stoiallow• it. Come hell or high water. I'm , ne 98
16th Region
not going to, accede to it and I'm quite sure that my fellow, con
Ashland Holy Family 71 Green
ferees from the House are not going to accede to it likewise."
up 70 (07)
Olive Hill 57 Morgan Co. 50.
WASHINGTOtki — Rep L. Mendel Rivers. DSC.. praising
78-year-old House Speaker Jbhn
NIcCormack, D Mass., at a
luncheon given in MeCorninc•k's honor
distinction
"If any of you people think he IS V(12 trig too old you ought to •
that,
downfrom
Nl.Vi
()HI\
him
11 1'1)
get'
rostrum and take on some of these
see
of the Iftt7 1,11a
.harhe I
instant experts who just got here
i ago f
the irnly Na
▪
4to
Leap',
DE KALB. III. — ken. Adam Cl ,:.ton Powell. ON Y.. on the
1.11
a liii retiiril III .1
recent wave of bombings across the nation to studimts at Northgam,
I
• 11.11111111,414111.
ern 11bncus University:
Ill
.1. 1..11
i*ent
going
revolution
or.
•
and the next step in a rilil.11111111ihi .10.••.,
"There is a
..9t 21
revolution is civilwar.-

Drive Begins
To Purchase
Lincoln Home

FRIDAY — MARCH 13, 1970

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Suit Filed In Henry
County Seeks School
Board Reapportionment

AUTOI

New
TRA
SP1

1969 DATSUl
miles. S
new cal
— Savi

1969 DATSUI
floor. I
miles,
blue vie

1989 DATSU/
Wagor
nice.
—Save

+
1982 FORD
Truck, I

1967 TRIUMI
vertible.
$1

4068 DATSUP
Roadste
speed ti
THIS

1966 MG Spo

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
,

SHERW,Nf WILLIAMS 4,
Sol
SUPER

• Easy to use • Completely scrubbable • One coat covers most colors
• Dries in 20 minutes • Hundreds of
decorator colors to choose from.

Kern
Tone

Purchase Area
Hog Market

GALLON

11
LUCKY WINNERS
1. Black & White Portable
TV
2, Electric Hand Mixer
3. Electric Can Opener
4. One Room Vinyl Floor
Covering (12 x 14)
5. One Room Carpet & Padding (12 x 10)

ON ALL READY TO FINISH FURNITURE10".. Discount on Custom Made Picture
Frames

6. Ono Room Carpet & Padding (12 x 14)
7. Deacons Bench
I. Artist Oil Kit
5. Ext. House Pt (5 gal.)
10. Custom Made Bed
Spread
11. 10 yds Beth ROOT
Carpet

Florence Pohier, Sherwin Williams Color 4
DecoratoeConsultant will be a0tendIng the Grand Opening
Thursday, March
12th and Friday, March 13.

753-3321 — 753-3320

SALE PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY

Abbie'N Slats

MARCH 14
by R. Vo.n Buren

EVEN IN A LONG SHOT MTH CXDF385
DOUBL N6 FOR ; U6N ROCK HLITZPAu ,
THE MANS 1J77EIr MALENESS COMES
THROUGH !! I TELL YOU,C 8,THAT BOy'ci
GOT VOX-OFFICE SENSATION"
WRITTEN ALL OJER 4IS13FAIJ7iril1_
FACE!!

1955 MALIBU
44Peed, new
solid Utters,
cam, new ch
plate, 9800.0
Phone 753-81:

1966 CHRYS1
Original tires
753-3717.

1968 PLYMOI
cylinder, foul
one owner, ei
Call 753-6081.
TRUCKS FOR
F-850, six car
plete new ove
with all hydra
Calvert City,
1965 JEEP, be
Phone 753-564
1981 VALIAN
dan, $197.00.
Chevrolet, If
Street. Phone
1966 BUICK C
door harditorti.
tags, V-8, fou
seats, $1673.01
Chevrolet, In
Street. Phone
1989 0.P_EL Kai
Ion, Kentucky
Irs color, $1371
hevrolet,
.• Phone
1006 ORRYSLE
door hardtop,
and brakes.
095.00. Phone

SHERWINSouthaide Shopping Center

1967 FORD
back, crape
year GT tires
llama plus o
$1800. Write
eity Station
formation.

1968 CHEVRC
Coupe, 8, tub
steering and
condition. Prii
00. Phone T
5161.
During our Grand Opening, 3 drawings for valuable prizes
will be held each day. To be eligible for one of these prize,
simply corn em n and register. You need not be present to
win. No purchase necessary and you'll receive a free gift
for stopping.

Today's
Stock Market

Quotes From The News

AMERICA'S NO.1 ,
LATEX WALL PAINT

LassiterOpen

NO

H 13

ISGO
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
FOR SALE

Rtif,30,7fravie
1/110,Rentfihe

1969 NAME BRAND xigaag
mewing machine, new warranty.
Limited otter, only $44.00. Free
home demonstration. Call Paris.
901442-7757 or write Box SI,
Paris, Tennessee 38242. 11-13-C

ANT

rffROWN TNE

TWO Quarter mares. Two horse
factory built trailer. Phone 75311-16-P
79119.

AUTOS FOR SALO

AUTOS FOR SALE

factory air, full
19110 BONNEVILLE 2-Door Hardtop with
power. Like new.
factory air.
1968 BUICK Skylark 4-Door Hardtop with
power steering
1967 BUICK Skylark with factory air,
and vinyl root.

1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker.
DIRVICIS OPPERBD
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ger. Factory air.
35 MASSEY-rERGUSON tract1963 PONTIAC Station Wagon 9-Hassen
and five scree on black SAWS FILED, electric e heaters
HOUSE
FRAME
house
ire
STORY
1%
nt
&
Impleme
11.114
Tractor
or.
Stokes
duple:
repair,
t.
DROOM
TWO-BE
.d all inual appReeee
Loaded with equipmen
Murray top road, one mile from city
phone 753l
111111Mti, central bed end dr, 1% acres, just west of
Phone 75$- ed. 512 R Re. ais gt.,7534067, Co., Industria Road,
well.
air.
Deep
s,
3
limits.
Has
bedroom
121.
on
Hwy.
11-12-C
1965 CHEVROLET. All power and factory
built-in range, cenenie dis balk
March47-C1319.
11-16-C
carpet throughout Call de ea full basement, screened-in por- 2521.
sharp.
Real
1964 BUICK Wildcat 4-Door Hardtop.
Gene Steely, Southeide IOW ches, gas furnace, garage. With BY OWNER: brick house in Er WILL BABY-STT in my home FARMALL Cab tractor. Stokes
Real nice old
ping Center, Mersey. Wali&NEY, 360' blacbtop frontage and 270' eel, extra large corner lot, ale by the day or week. Call 753- Tractor & Implement Co., In1961 DODGE. One owner. Four door sedan.
11-13-C dustrial Road, phone 753-1319.,
TIC gravel road frontage, this pre•
7/4-7111S.
electric heat and (1493.
ned,
conditio
car.
/1-12-C
tty is suitable for a commen
Simmons at
TWO-BEDROOM furnided a- 'al building site or additional carpet Call John
BARGAIN!!! Every day is "sale"
1909 DATSUN Pickup. 1250
call
m.
p.
500
after
or
753-1713
d
tracshow people 190 XT ALLISCHALMERS
partment Utilities furnishe residences. Shown by appoint,
miles. Still has 6 months
ITC Day when you
492-8264.
Avon's wonderful range of cos- tor with plow, disc and fourand air conditioning. Phoebe 753new car warranty.
nt only.
111-14-C
spare row culitivator, in good condi1569.
BY OWNER: Three bedroom metics. Profit from your
- Save $4011.00 ATTRACTIVE 3-bedroom brick
Phone 753-5862
air con hours-Sell Avon. Call now, tion. Also nearly new four-row
room,
family
plus
brick
Corner of 6th & Main
Ser&
+ + +
SALES
ELECTROLUX
home on It acres, 2 miles ditioned with many other too Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown, Avon Allis-Chalmers planter all for
theC.
Ky.,
4-invice, Box 213, Murray,
1969 DATSUN 4-Dr.
south of Murray. Interior reParklane Drive. Call M.gr., 965-3363, Shady Grove $7500.00 Phone 642-1778, Ed
floor. Like new. 15,000 IL Sanders. Phone 382-3932, cently redecorated and carpet- ti-se. East
Road, Marion, Ky. 42064.
Brown, Rt 6, Paris, Tennessee.
for appointment.
miles. White in color, Lynnville, Kentucky. April4-C ed. Must be seen to be apprec- 753-6386
H-M-14-C
M-17-P
M-14-C
for
blue vinyl interior.
iated. Financing available
FOR SALE
530 CASE tractor and equip+ + +
BEAUTIFUL new Valsrah Lae qualified buyer.
WANTED TO RENT
BY OWNER: Attractive threeM-13-C
ment Call 435-2139.
Apartments, South 18th Street, WELL 11JUNTAINED older bedroom brick with marble
1989 DATSUN 4-Door Station
TRAILER for sale or rent, 10'
across from Westview Nursing frame house in Hazel. Large front. 1% ceramic tile baths, WANTED: Small three or font
Wagon. Exceptionally
URE: Queen- 52, furnished, air conditioned,
FURNIT
CRASS
t
close
room
apartmen
be
utilcan
bath,
plan
furnished
two story floor
Home. Two-bedroom,
fireplace, built-in stove. One to
nice.
town, rent reasonable. Corn size bedding, quilts, mattress, carpeted, electric baseboard
ity room, living room, kitchen utilized as a duplex.
mile from city limits in Meadow tact Mike at 753-1916 before discontinued ticks, $99.95 set. beat. Reasonable. Phone 753- Save $100.00
and dining area. Carpeted. Elec- NEW 3-BEDROOM brick in Green Acres Subdivision on
M-13-C 9215 or 495-6052.
+ + +
Limited supply.
tric heat. Air conditioned. Re- Westwood Subdivision. Panel- Hwy. 121. Will finance. Phone 5:00 p. m. or after 5:00 p. m.
By RICK DU BROW
Bed
Stake
TFNC
1962 FORD Vs
buntand
753-1209.
stove
kitchen
built-In
room,
males, TWO MAHOGANY
,
frigerator,
PUPPIES
led family
T
11-14C
BASSET
.
753-7260
Thick. Local unit.
oven, dishvrealier and garbage ing, 2 ceramic baths, carpeting,
$20.00, females $15.00. Also 2- with leather insets, $15.00 each. - HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Notes
+ + +
disposal furnished. Phone 7=- central hest and air, nice slopyear-old Basset, female, $25.00. Phone 753-8189.
to watch television by:
ConSALE
UAL ESTATE FOR
M-18-NC ing lot.
1967 TRIUMPH Spitfire
4974 or 753-3855.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Call 435-4238 after 5 p. a.
The headliners: Mayor John
vertible. White. Nice.
)1-13-C
3-BEDROOM brick in Grove
of New York City:will
in
Lindsay
Freezer,
nt
ERATOR
apartme
REFRIG
OM
-BEDRO
ONE
TWO
Subdivision. Has a stone
$1095.00
Heights
of a Ituique NBC-TV
host
be
old
the
n
one
conditio
,
machine
Air
Whitnell Estates.
152 FORD, plow disc and culti- one sewing
, foyer, Central heat
fireplace
April 2.6 marldng.
hour
+ + +
variety
chairs.
kitchen
and
ec, carpet, disposal,
vator, extra nice, $795.00. '47 dining room table
baths kitchof Calloway County's meat modirri tonnes has three
One
ceramic
2
air,
and
Sports
of the Metropoll,
"2000"
y
centenar
DATSUN
o'clock. the
4068
furnished, carport, outside storFord front end loader, hydrau- Call 753-5519 after 5
bedrooms, large family room with fire place, central
en built-ins, carpeting, sliding
_of Art. , ,the
13
Musetun
tan
Ftbadster. 135 h.p.. 5-P
11drapes
garage,
beautiful
'54
age. No pets. Couples prefer- glass doors to patio, washer and
double
lic bucket, dual wheels.
heat and air, two -baths,
entitled "Marget:1s
broadcas
speed transmission.
red. $90.00 per month. Phone
Ford, '47- Ford, 850 Ford, 4- THREE FORMALS, sizes 9 and bowl Magnificent! The metre.
and refrigerator.
dryer, TV antenna.
a.
p.
6:00
IT!
IS
after
THIS
753-6513
row J. D. Planter, 3-potnt, $185.- 10. Excellent condition. Phone
Plain*1St 3-BEDROOM BRICK in
politan Museum", and produ-Real nice feta bedroom brick veneer on Coles Camp
00. 10' wheel disc, 2, 3, and 4 753-5828.
11-17-C cer Aline Saarinen offers this
view Acres Subdivision. Has
two
of
has
north
Murray,
miles
three
Just
Road.
Ground
-point
3
plows,
-point
3
bottom,
1966 MG Sports Car. $005.10
TWO-BEDROOM trailer. Utili- central heat and air, carpeting,
description:
acre lot*
disc and cultivators, easy flow HAY. R. B. Morgan, Stella, Ken- Partial
4
/
•
ties paid. Married couple only. draperies, kitchen built-ins. 11
have an animal act, and
"We
-14-C
M
cultipackers, rotary mowers. tucky, 4894352.
baths, large utility room. In
Pretty little two bedroom on North 17th Street. Has nice
No pets. Phone 753-8089.
a tour throughout the
ballet%
a
John Kough, two miles west of
M-I3-C city school district.
carpet, large kitchen and dining area, 'drapes and air
a sideshow and a
nds,
Netherla
Lynn Grove. Phone Lynnville BLUE Lutre not only rids car190 ACRE FARM within 2 miles
conditioner goes with house.
dozen other numbers all built
Open Evenings
11-14-P
„
382-2207
EFFICIENCY apartment for of Kentucky Lake. Approximatetrees..
pets of soil but leaves pile soft from selections drawn from the
- Throe bedroom brick veneer on two acre lot, some
couple or one person. Electric ly 65 acres cleared and 25 acres
2
and lofty. Rent electric sham- more than three million objects
rotor.
A
with
V.
ANTENN
T.
private
formal
with
place,
room
fire
ned,
living
Three
baths,
farge
heat, air conditio
bottom land. Good well and
pooer $1. Western Auto, Home La the Metropolitan Museum,.
22
2
chests.
and
beds
single
utilia
dining room. If you are looking for large ranch style
bath and entrance, carpet,
practically new storage building.
mowof "The Wishing Well". 11-14-C .this will be no museum tour,
lawn
p^wer
reel-type
GT
inch
Mustang
1967 FORD
home 1% miles out of town, let us show you this one.
ties, furnished, two blocks from Low price per acre.
M-19-C
Good
753-4684.
Phone
with
er.
no guided excursion. We will
mags
back, cragar
University. Avallable April let 157 ACRE FARM 3 miles N. E.
9 MM BROWNING automatic
Three bedrooms all carpet, this house is new, located
the works of art, using
film
.
condition
new
11-13-C
year GT tires, abarth tuned ex- Phone 753-2672.
clips,
two
pistol,
UPRIGHT PIANO, $75.00. Phone
of Murray, on Van Cleve Road.
one mile out Lynn (l,ove Highway.
new visual techniques, but
-18-C
M
hail* plus other extras. Firm
753-8592.
, 753-2863 after 5:00 p. m. 14-16-P Phone
a- More than 100 acres cleared
never see the galleries."
$1800 Write Box 352 Univer- ONE-BEDROOM furnished
Three bedroom brick veneer in Bagwell Manor, has famand suitable for row-cropping
Dachshund, Des O'Connor, 38, a top
toy
Locatonly.
ERED
inl
REGIST
Couples
t
additiona
partmen
traversefor
Kirsch
OUT;
CLOSE
sity Station
ily room, two baths, central heat and air and wooded
753-6017 British comedian and singer,
11-13-P ed next to White Hall on Payne or stock farming.
cafe-extension rods. Drapery 16 months oh. Phone
formation.
back lawn.
4 miles north
FARM,
ACRE
M-14-0 will be the host of 13 "Kraft
150
11-13-C
.
753-3806
Phone
J. E. after 5:30 p. m.
Street.
%
off.
to
up
hardware
Approxiof Jones Mill, Tenn.
1965 MALIBU Super Sport, 327,
Music Hall" hours on NBC-TV
large livroom,
,
Ideally
family
bedroom
11-19-C
three
located,
Inc.
&
Co.
LitUeton
registerAKC
BUY A trRISKY
rebuilt motor,_THREE APARTMENTS, close to mate 30 acres bottom land, 120
May 20, with the
starting
lawn on Dogwood Drive
well
ed
room
4-Weed, new
ing
and
landscap
child's
HAY FOR SALE, 300 iap hay. ed Collie puppy for your
taped in London. .
solid late's, *special heeds and college, 1602 Dodson Avenue. acres cleared, with 80 acres
s
program
Phone
.
11-13-O sowed down in permanent pasThree bedroom, central heat and air, family room, liv
tennis Hale. Phone 753-5565. Easter. Only a few left.
, the all-time
cam, new clutch and pressure phone 7534564
Maravich
.Pete
ing and dining room, carpet, all built-ins in kitchen, two
1TP 753-3059 or 753-5064, Mrs. college basketball scoring leadplate, $800.00, or beat offer. ONE-BEDROOM furnished a- ture.
111-14C
Claude Miller.
baths, located in Gatesboro Estates.
Phone 753-8124 after 8:00 p. nt partment, private entrance. Can 108 ACRES on Ky. 614, approxer, will be on display Sunday on
BLACK German Shepherd dog,
S. E. of MurM-17-C
miles
10
imately
'-.1a0 CBS-TV whin he and . his
On South JIlth -Street, you will see this medium priced
be seen at 1405 Poplar. 11-14-C ray. Owner will consider trade
Phone
old.
months
male, nine
Louisiana
from
teammates
three bedroom brick vilietir, central heat and air Largo
CARD OF THANKS
11-16-C
1966 CHRYSLER, 14,000 miles. POPCORN SASE and tobacco for rental property.
753-1887.
on
take
y
Universit
State
lawn.
nice
on
of
room,
plenty
storage
roan,
our
Phone
living
new.
to
express
We would like
Original tires. Like
base. See Mrs. Dewey Pace. 92 ACRE CATTLE FARM on
a National
in
wn
Georgeto
to
and thanks
753-3717.
11-14-P blacktop road, 8% mat.: S. E.
phone 753-5832.
WE HAVE a few more Polled deep appreciation
ent conteSt,
Spring is lust around the corner. If you would like to
who helped when our Invitation Tournam
Hereford bulls ready for service. everyone
be out near the lake, we have a large two story stone
1968 CHEVROLET Impala Sport TWO - BEDROOM apartment, of Murray. 79 acre corn base,
. . .The Red Skelton series,
fire.
by
d
destroye
was
home
247-5487,
4 ponds, entire
Contact Rex Robinson,
home with full basement, two fire places and two acre
Coupe, 8, automatic with power carpeted,
dropped by CBS-TV and picked
and good fences,
refrigerator
14-14-P May God bless each of you,
Puryear, Tenn.
wooded lawn. We would like to show you this fine home
steering and radio. • Excellent Move, air conditioned. Couples farm sowed down in permanent
ney and up by NBC-TV for next season,
Dow
Buford
condition. Private owner, $1875.- and teachers only. Cell 753-k898. pasture. Has 4-room frame house
finished a resounding fourth in
Family
RUGS a mess? Clean for less
Two new duplexes on Menroie Street,- one on Williams
-in fair condition.
00. Phone Tri-City, Ky., 383
national ratings for the
the
electric
177
see
Rent
14-19-C
to
with-Blue Lustre!
Street. All are very nice. Call for appointment
11-14-C
RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Pine
5181.
ending March 1.
week
11-14-C
shampooer $1. Big K.
these good income places.
NEW six-room house. Has bath Bluff Shores, Panorama Shores,
Jackie Gleason's series, also
1266 PLYMOUTH Belvedere, ',- and wcil to wall carpet, large Sherwood Forest, Westwood,
New three bedroom brick veneer in Camelot Large famcanceled by CBS-TV, came in
NOTICE
cylinder, four-door, autcenatic, lot.
NOTICE
Located
approximately Jackson Acres, Fairview Acres,
ily room, central heat and air, two baths, nice carpet.
in the ratings-18 shows
37th
.
condition
excellent
owner,
one
three mile,* west of Hazel, $45.00 Lynnwood Estates and Plainview
n with deed.
Possessio
built-ins.
has
kitchen
than its competition on
higher
1
11-14-C
.
Call 7534061
per month. Phone 482-9733, Acres. Also, small acreages in
Andy Williams, who is
NBC-TV,
Three bedroom brick veneer. Large living room with fire
177 various parts of Calloway Co. .Tom Jones,
renewed.
TRUCKS FOR SALE: 1962 Ford Montell PaschalL
being
place. This house is near l'niversity and a good buy
unty.
- ENDS MARCH 16 F-850, six car auto carrier, coin
the Welsh singer whose ABCStereos at
CONSTRUCTION has just beplate new overhaul. New tires,
TV program also Is returning,
AUTOS FOR SAL'
Save up to $150.00 Now on Televisions and
Thew bedroom, brick veneer on College Farm Road
gun on two more 3-bedroom
with all hydraulic trailer. Phone
ranked 66th. . And another
LEACH'S MUSIC AND TV
g pool. fenced in back yard Has
swimmin
large
Has
brick homes in Lynnwood
Murray. Ky.
Calvert City, 395-4725. 11-184
returning series, NBC-TV's
been reduced to a real good price.
Dixieland Shopping Center
Estates. These homes are in
Clean
Good
1965 JEEP, two tops, new Urea
compliance with Farmers Home
Extra nice throe bedroom tram. on 7 acres of land' on
1965 DODGE pick-up
11-14-P
Phone 753-5644.
requirements,
Administration
Highway 641. Worth easy pament plan on this place
White, broad bed, low
at
In6'4
be
can
and
financed
new.
like
drives
sit#
door
mileage,
1961 VALIANT four
Take a look at this fine Colonial style home in Gates
terest for a period of 33 years.
den, $197.00. Dwain Teem Price reduced to $950.00.
boro Estates. Living room dining room, three bed
the
to
We
compare
you
invite
Bilbrey
Baxter
Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
two baths, family room. has fire place The in
rooms.
of
s
workand
quality
material
Phone 753-5417
Street Phone 753-2617. 11-14-C
of this house is really modern.
decor
side
to
you
manship before
decide
11-13-C
twohome
buy or build.
1968 BUICK Grand Sport,
On Ford Read, you will see beautiful two story
lastrn.
TO BUY ...see us! TO Sliil
a
large
door harckoie. Red, Kentucky
wooded
plus
extras,
that has all the
'WANTED TO
list with us!
tags, V-8, four speed, bucket
lot, five
Two bedroom frame. Real nice, on two acre
seats, $1875.00. Dwain Taylor WANT TO BUY complete fish. FULTON YOUNG REALTY 4th
buy.
id
i:•1
12th
A
of
Murray.
South
north
&
Inc.,
.
miles
Maple,
Phone
t,
Home
753-7333
Chevrole
ing rig. Aluminum boat, trail
good
Street. Phone 753-2617. 11-14-C ar and motor. Call 75340811, plumes: Fulton Young, 75341646;
Eight stall clean-up shop on PrIttert0Wo Highway.
11RIC talunoel Stinson, 753-1534.
A right.
after 300 p. in.
location, all modern and
1968 WEL Nanette Station
11-13-C
eon, Kentucky tags, dark blue WANTED: standing Umber and
35 acres adloining TVA rr'.1r line.
Tay„Dwain
.
$1375.00
color,
three-bedroom
.in
bogs. Contact Ira Sates, Murray COMFORTABLE
of Stuckey's
12th
'South
Inc.,
t,
* Chevrole
1000 feet commercial property on 94 east
Sawmill and Lumber Co. Phone residence on large site in LakeEfreet.• Phone 753-2617. M-144 7113-4147.
March-2DC way Shores. Tile bath, air-conCandy Shop.
ditioner, electric heat and stone
1966 CHRYSLER Newport, four WANTED: Used English tour- fireplace, sun deck with scenic
20 acres edloining Chandie; Park.
steering
Power
hardtop.
Write
door
ing or racing 'bicycles
also garage and concrete
view,
2 New cottages in Panorama Shores..
2t
and brakes. Good condition, Torn Fusco, Box 636, University driveway. Completely furnished
and
M-19-P
9995.00. Phone 489-2156.
• 11-13-P with attractive decor including
in most all areas of Kentucky
Station.
BaWerkhlaevy
hard rock maple dinette, braidlakes.
ed rugs, linens and kitchen
NOTICE
lot. Call about
twe story cottage on waterfront
l
Beautifu
equipment. 15 ft. Richline aluma nice place to live, or
e look
-one
this
inum boat and 18 HP Johnson
summer place. 111motor included. Phone 436-2380
H-M-14-C
for appointment.
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HELP WANTED
MAN OR WOMAN. Electrolux
Corp., factory branch office located 111 South 6th Street, Paducah, Kentucky. Dial 4414460.
Openings now for represeotat
ives now earning between $10,.
000-$20,000 a year. No investments we finance our own accounts. Apply by telephone, let, M-16•C
ter or in person.

Guy Spann

Real Estate Agency
Hotel Building.
at 518 West Main, Ninonal
Guy Spann 753Phone:
Homo
Business Phone 153-7774
Ray 753-8919.
Onyx
;
9
753210
25117; Louise baker
1-T-C.

FOR FULL or part time counter workers. We will train. Must
MOMS
NOTICE
be over 18. Apply between 1:30
ger,
formana
Ask
m.
and 4:30 p.
500 Mi 1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
Burger Chef, 1304 Main Street PATTY ANN SAL()N, 753-3191
and refills are now available at
pie
Phone
Street.
M-14-C
Easter Special: March 16-19 the Ledger & lines Office $4ep
March 73-26. Permanent way,- ply, store.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNMIS Regular $10.50, Now $1100•
CHI:SHUNT, Ingland
512.50 - $10.50. $1500 • 513th'
$100 WEEKLY Possible-home 520.00-517.00. Six operators, (21.. - A teen-ager who admitted he
typing, addressing. Guaranteed idle Wisehart, owner. Brenda murdered his employer loonier
plan. Details 25r. Homework- Jones:- Bonita Brown. Sharon to becoine eligible to join the
4., Box 104T, speneriekt, flI Coleman, Sheila Garrison,. Wan- ,'11811.s. Angels" was senteaced
,62705.
. - - /544-P t&
M -16-C to life imprisonment Thursday,

GET
ATTENTION
EVERYBODY Shops
-th!..W4NT ADAUY
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By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
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Southern States Industrial Council
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$591

•Contour Design (Poi.o.d)
Drop-Leaf Top
•AH Metal "Mwiti-Use
Table" with Casters.

Unite
1 ILI1;1•111Lr

A sturdy, beautifully designed
Roll-Around Table—Perfect
for dozens of uses.
FOR EQUAL JUSTICE
Time For Economic Rmtraint ners can't afford to operate vesseLs at the rate of pay demanded
How to curb inflation without by maritime unions. European
creating a severe recession is automobile makers have a subthe chief economic problem fac- stantial part of the American
ing the Nixon administration.The car-buying market, and not beproblem is especially difficult cause European designs are bebecause there is no Immedia- tter - but because European
tely available means of inducing prices on many vehicles are
self-restraint on the part of ele- more in line with what prospecmeats that contribute to Ulna. tive car purchasers can afford.
It is noteworthy that the wage
lion.
Thus far, the administration scale in the automotive industry
has sought to cool the economy Is above $5.00 an hour, whereas
through tightening of credit and In West Germany it is $2.20.
other monetary controls. But this Industrial workers in the Unitalready has produced something ed States are determined not to
of a crisis in the home construc- drop down to the scale in Gertion industry. The shortage of many, let us say. But they also
loan money is hitting home buil- had better start practicing sellders and suppliers. Many savin- restraint and bear in mind the
gs and loan banks are finding need of withholding new demands
that depositors are !withdrawing at this time. Another round'er
hinds to put their 'money into wage demands in major U. S.
federal notes that produce a high, industries could bring on a kingshort-term profit.
size recession in the UnitedStatThe cooling also has had hurt- es.
ful effect on the automotive indus- The U. S. public has no taste
try. One of the biggest auto man- for government-decreed wagere•
ufacturers has had to order sub- straints. But the only substitute
stantial layoffs at a number of i." voluntary restraint. Industry,
plants. The demand for new au- of course, is restrained in Its
tomobiles appears to be down, profits by the realities of the
with or-stir of 'improvement market. Businessmen know that
In sight,
prices can't be hiked because
The Nixon adininistration feels the market won't bear an increathat some success has been ach- se. But this realism hasn't seepieved in slowing rnfiation, but ed into the minds of union leadthe price of making gains is-very ers. They are SEM thinking they
high. And even the slowdowns can tack on new costs.
and cutbacks in the economy
The great need, therefore, is
don't seem to have any special a clearer public understanding
effect on the wage spiral.
and stronger, outspoken leaderThe country's economic pro- ship by office holders with reblems may prove insoluble un- spect to the restraint of labor
less restraint is developed with costs. Unless there is a new
respect to wage demands. One of measure of discipline in this
the reasons many companies are area, the American economy is
feeling a pinch - and are reluc- headed for serious trouble in the
tant to expand facilities - is that seventies.
they have been faced with rapidly
mounting wage costs in the last
few years.
Wages in the United States
soared in the 1960s, but productivity did not keep pace. This
Is an ominous development.
Wage increases are acceptable when there is a rise in real
productivity. For a time, productivity was moving upward rapidly, making possible higher
wage scales. But the last few
years have seen wage concessThere will be a Dairy Judgions obtained which have no sound ing Training Meeting at the
relation to productivity per em- Calloway County Agricultural
ploye.
Extension Office on Saturday,
Americans should be deeply March 14, at 9:30 am. Ted
concerned about this, for the root Howard County Extension Agent
of Britain's postwar economic will be the instructor.
deterioration was the gap betThis meeting along with otter
ween wages and productivity. Br- training meetings will help to
itish union members obtained qualify 4-11 members to partifrequent increases, with the su- cipate in the Kentucky Dairy
pport of the Laborite govern- Judging Contest to be held on
ment, but the productivity of Br- the campus of the University of
itish workers was not on a per Kentucky on June 29.July 1
with the productivity of workers Other trainimeetings will be
in Germany and Japan, for in- scheduled on dairy farms as the
stance. Thus British goods have weather pe
s.
Last year there were 15 boys
frequently failed to penetrate new
markets or have lost acceptance and girls that participated in
in established markets - all be. the State Da. Judging Contest
at the Univ
cause they are overpriced.
ty of Kentucky
American goods are vulnerable and all repted a wonderful
to the same danger, and not sim- experience.
A goal has been set for at
ply in overseas markets. The United States has a huge domestic least 25 4-H members from
market, but many goods seem Calloway County to participate
to be losing :round in this vital in State Judging Contest this
market because tlia,ar.e. over- year.
priced throtirtre operation of
Inflation.
i
High labor costs are a menace
P. I..
111.1.11 In11111
to America's economic future. "Jill, 11.1 Ii.Ur
14.1*.•
14
C. 111111merchant
marine
The U. S.
is t111. dI JIII.I 1111.t N-1011-that.1
dying because'American shipow-
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PASTEL SOLIDS and PRINTS
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• First Quality

INDIVIDUAL SET is"• 21"
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Sizes
7 to 14

SLIDES

Sizes
3x to 6x

• 3 POSITION 18' CHROME GRILL
• ALL ASSEMBLED LEGS

"
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• 22" TALL
To

45.491:6" VOW?tAW/V
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DRIVEWAY
REFLKTORS

3-11M
PAITY
PA110 TAM
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T°
$588

Sizes
1 to 3
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'4"
To

GRIST
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GIFT
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JEANS
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By Maverick
• • Prints • Stripes
• Solids • Plaids
Sizes 8 To 18
•.

$3.91

$448

Bridge SI
Heide At

Hoa

88c$28ro 8
LADIES'
PONCHO'S

!els

THESE ARE DOUBLE FACED
RED REFLECTORS

Chiffon
Prints
Satins

If

u1100 WPM.
OVUM MOM
4.••••/1/0

and INSECTICIDES —

Outdoor Pottery - New Shipment

• Red Patent
• Black Patent .

$887

$687

GLIDE BAR

Of All Kinds

AFRICAN-VIOLETS
GERANIUMS

by Charm Step
Strap 'N Buckle Style on a
Block Heel

ON

• GARDEN TOOLS

FOLIAGE PLANTS

MA,aige•

SLIDES

California Grown
• GRASS SEED
• LAWN FOOD
• PEAT 140SS
— FERTILIZERS

STYLISH ONE-STRAP

\ WALNUT

GLIDE BAR

•
•
•
•

School
known.

AN\

ON

Just Received!
Junipers - Hollies - Azaleas
Magnolias - Pyracantha
Boxwood - Flowering Crab
Flowering Almond - and Others

Dress
Loafer

SHAILAN
6
1
-1
L

DAIRY JUDGING
TRAINING MEET
TO BE SATURDAY

Nursery Stock

CLOSED

• Stripes
• Solids
• Prints

$297

HOSPITAL
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